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Girl fights cancer with song

By ANGIE KINSEY
The Paducah Sun
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Katie
Darnell can't find the original handwritten copy of her song "Rescue
Me."
"It's probably in a Dumpster
somewhere," said Katie, who has
a rare form of cancer. "It's the
first song I ever wrote. I lay down
on the stage and it flooded out

like a glass of water. I wrote that
probably in 15 minutes."
The notebook paper that she
wrote those words on more than
a year ago may be missing, but
Katie and the message of her song
have not gone unnoticed since "Rescue Me" was recorded by country singer John Rich earlier this
year.
Katie, 17, appeared on NBC's

"The Today Show" recently, and
she is scheduled to fly to New
York City to tape a segment of
ABC's "The View" on March 28.
She has also been featured in
Country Weekly magazine; The
Tennessean, Nashville's daily newspaper; and on the cover of Kaleidoscope, Vanderbilt University
Medical Center's in-hospital magazine.

Katie first met Rich, a former
member of Lonestar, when he and
several other musicians were visiting children at Vanderbilt in
December.
At the time, Katie was in
Nashville
recovering
from
chemotherapy treatments she was
receiving for a recurrence of a
rare type of tumor that she was
first diagnosed with in 1996.

"I didn't know any of them,"
Katie said of the musicians. "They
said they wanted to sing- a song
for me, and I told them I had a
song I wanted to sing for them.
When I finished, two of them were
crying, and John was blown away."
Rich contacted Katie later and
told her he wanted to record the
song as a gift to her. She heard
the recording when she was back

in Vanderbilt in January.
"It was perfect. I couldn't ask
for more. Everybody donated their
time — the studio, the musicians,
John. The next day they played it
on WSIX 97.9 in Nashville, and
the phones went off the wall.
Everybody wanted it."
Katie said the song was sent

•See Page 2

Local woman
ready for return
to competition
By MORGAN HARDY
Staff Writer
The walls of her home look like
a high school band room, with wallto-wall pictures, trophies and honorary certificates. And after four years
hampered by cancer and a car wreck,
Mary Adelman is ready to return to
the championship road of German
Shepherd competition.
"It's been a rough time," she said
as she looked at the van that serves
as hearth and home while she weekends at tournaments as far as 12
hours away. "But I'm ready for a
comeback, so to speak."
Tucked away on a half dirt, half
gravel road in the south end of Calloway County, Adelman's Glendhenmere Kennels has generated both
German Shepherd and cattle dog
American Kennel Club champions
for all of its 30 years.
The AKC sponsors tournaments

SIGHTS AND
SOUNDS...
Four Rivers Music
Friends met Sunday
in the annex of the
Calloway County Public Library for an afternoon of fellowship
and music. Above,
Phyllis Niemi and her
husband John lead
the way for the group.
Meanwhile, down the
street, the Murray Art
Guild
opened
its
spring art exhibit Sunday afternoon at its
building
on
Sixth
Street At left, Edyth
Frantz
and
Ruth
Hegye pause to examine a piece that particularly
attracted
them on the first floor.
BERNARD KANE
Ledger 8 Times photos

for purebreds on a near-weekly basis,
and organizes the rankings and standards for all of its covered breeds.
"Some of these people spend
$300,000 to put a national championship on a dog," she said, shaking
her head. "That's not my league. I'm
content with putting regular championships on dogs, and I don't worry
about advertising. That's what the
big-name tournaments are all about."
On her four years away from the
limelight of German Shepherd competition, Adelman became a published
author. "The German Shepherd Dog
Handbook," a guide to all aspects
of caring for and competing with a
purebred German Shepherd, was printed in November 2000 by Barron's
Educational Series.
A former education lecturer at
Murray State University. Adelman

• See Page 2

Faculty questions
administrative
salaries at UK
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) — Some
University of Kentucky faculty members question how the school can
have a $5.6 million budget shortfall,
but still can provide raises for highlevel administrators.
The shortfall over the past two
years has forced department chairmen to cut back on hires, travel expenses and faculty raises. Over the same
time span, the combined salaries of
the 21 administrators who surround
President Charles Wethington have
jumped 11.2 percent.
Faculty members believe the apparent contradiction could affect the
administration's goal to earn Top 20
national recognition.
"I think this kind of thing hurts
morale, and when morale is hurt, the
quest to get Top 20 is hurt," said
Michael Kennedy, a geography professor and member of the UK Faculty Senate.

Fewer out-of-state students than
expected caused the recent shortfalls.
During the 1999-2000 school year,
the shortfall was $4 million. This
year it was $1.6 million, said Connie Ray. associate vice president for
budgeting and effectiveness.
Tight budgets don't rule out ratses altogether. Faculty and staff usually get between 3 and 4 percent a
year.
UK compares its salaries to those
at 19 universities similar in size and
academic levels. The list includes the
University of Georgia. the University of Virginia. North Carolina State,
Ohio State and the University of
Iowa.
According to 1999 data from the
American Association of University
Professors, UK ranked last in faculty salaries compared with benchmark

• See Page 2

Senators brace for campaign finance debate
WASHINGTON (AP) — Senators predicted "free-for-all" and
"freewheeling" discussions this
week on campaign finance, but
suggested Sunday there was no
consensus yet on what the legislation ultimately would do.
The evenly split Senate was set
to begin debate Monday. seeking
to balance concerns about free-

dom of speech, fund-raising advantages and other issues in the longrunning standoff on campaign
finance.
"It's going to be a free-for-all,"
said Sen. Don Nickles of Oklahoma,
the second-ranking Republican.
"We don't often legislate like that."
Nickles said on "Fox News Sunday" that he expected a compro-
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"Meet the Press."
"The second thing is every special interest that uses money to
gain access and influence in Washington is opposed to this bill."
Hagel. R-Neb., said his proposal was designed to draw more
support and protect contributors'
constitutional rights. He said it
was not intended to help Presi-
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dent Bush at the expense of McCain.
whose presidential bid last year
focused on campaign finance. Bush
signaled his support last week for
Hagel's plan.
"The Shakespearean drama and
intrigue of me somehow being the
point of the spear being used by
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mise to emerge from the two-week tions to political parties from cordebate on two plans.
porations, labor unions and indiA plan by Sens. John McCain, viduals.
R-Ariz.. and Russell Feingold, D"This is very difficult to know
Wis., would ban soft money dona- exactly how all this is going to
tions and restrict other political turn out because of two reasons.
spending.
really, very simply. One, we're
An alternative from Sen. Chuck asking incumbents to vote to change
Nagel would limit but not pro- a system to keep incumbents in
hibit those loosely regulated dona- office." McCain said on NBC's
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Museum breaks ground

II Senators
From Page 1
George Bush to get to John McCain
is just a complete fabrication,"
Hagel said on CBS' "Face the
Nation."
Nagel said McCain should get
credit for generating public support that forced the Senate into
opening "two weeks of transparent debate" on the way campaigns
are funded.
Even opponents of the McCainFeingold bill such as Sen. Mitch
McConnell, R-Ky., predicted "fascinating" floor action.
"We're going to have two weeks
debate,"
freewheeling
of
McConnell, who believes a soft
money ban would be unconstitutional, said on "Meet the Press.Republicans took in $244 million and Democrats $243 million
in soft money in the 2000 election, according to the Federal Election Commission.
Feingold said it was no surprise the debate would be difficult.
"When you're going to take
$500 million out of the system in
one cycle, it is going to cause
some anxiety," Feingold said on
"Face the Nation."

FLORENCE, Ky. (AP) — A
fundamentalist ministry broke
ground Saturday on a $14 million
museum that planned to show the
Biblical version of creation and history.
Answers in Genesis Ministries, a
Christian organization, has so far
raised $4 million for the Creation
Museum and Family Discovery
Center, to be located near Interstate
275 near the Cincinnati/Northern
Kentucky International Airport.
The group plans now to begin
digging the foundation and order
steel, banking on continued donations from Christian supporters to
enable it to open the museum by
late next year.
Answers in Genesis also has
commissioned numerous life-sized
dinosaur sculptures, including a 40foot-long Tyrannosaurus Rex, to attract crowds.
"Kids love dinosaurs, parents
love dinosaurs, so they will definitely be a feature of the museum
to get people in," said Ken Ham,
executive director of Answers in
Genesis.

Ham is a champion of "scientific
creationism" who considers the theory of evolution hostile to Christianity.
"The whole message of salvation is predicated on the account of
Adam and Eve being true," Ham
said. "We can show you that the
Bible does fit with real science, and
therefore, you can trust its message
of morality and salvation."
Scientific creationists have
sought to match fossils and geological evidence with their belief
that the Earth was created in six 24hour days just a few thousand years
ago and that canyons and other dramatic geological features were created by Noah's flood, not gradual
erosion over millions of years.
The museum finally got zoning
clearance last year after a bitter
fight with neighbors seeking to preserve the rural site.
The Institute for Creation Research in Santee, Calif., where Ham
formerly worked, says it has the
only other creationism museum in
the country, occupying 3,500
square feet.

"We're very excited about having a second museum," said director John Rajca.
Officials at the Cincinnati Museum Center, reacted to the planned
Creation Museum diplomatically.
"Although we may have differing messages, we realize that
within the theories of science, there
are as many questions as answers,"
said Douglass McDonald, president
of the Museum Center
Answers in Genesis spokesman
Mark Looy estimated the museum's exhibits — ranging from a
DNA exhibit to a giant walkthrough cell to panoramas of biblical scenes — would draw at least
25,000 people the first year and
20,000 in subsequent years.
Ham said the museum will attempt to help Christians defend
creationism while sharing their
faith.
Ham said the group chose northern Kentucky because of its central
location, purporting it to be within
a day's drive of two-thirds of
Americans.

II Cancer ...• UK...

occurred when vice president Ed
From Page 1
Campaign finance bills have From Page 1
Carter retired and his duties were
folded into Cart's job.
cleared the House in recent years
to more than 100 radio stations schools. The same comparison
"Even in the tough times, we
but have repeatedly died in the
across
the country. Mark Summers, showed UK is fifth in the amount give salary increases to everyone,"
Senate because of Republican oppomusic director for WKYQ-93.3 in of tuition and state funding for Can said. "I try not to get upset
sition. Supporters could not get
Paducah,
said the station began full-time students.
when the faculty get increases. I'm
the 60 votes needed to stop oppoplaying the song about a month
UK's administrative salaries always supportive, and I try not
sition filibusters.
don't directly correspond with most to compare myself with other peoago.
The song is not available for other schools because the staff is ple."
With the Senate now divided
50-50, "I think that there is a bet- sale, but Katie said Rich may structured differently..
Faculty members want incom"It's not the common model," ing president Lee Todd to look at
ter chance of it passing today than include it on his next album.
Katie also writes poetry. She Ray said.
in probably my time in public
UK's administrative structure,
While departments can give which they believe is too large.
Daschle,
Leader
Tom
life," Minority
has written one poetry book, "On
D-S.D., said on "Meet the Press." Butterfly Wings," and she is start- some people higher raises than
Administrative organization is
Despite that optimism, there are ing another one called "Love Lift- others, any raise over 6 percent must something that needs to be exambe approved directly by Wethingpotential problems. One Democrat ed Me."
ined at every school, said Mike
ton. He approved raises above 6
who had supported the bill defect"I've had to deal with a lot of percent for several members of his Nietzel, dean of UK's graduate studed. John Breaux of Louisiana said things with this cancer, but the
ies.
the McCain-Feingold bill could poems I've written help me to inner circle between the 1999-2000
"When you have to make budghurt the Democratic Party because deal with the situations. I want school year and the current aca- et adjustments, you always need
Republicans traditionally raise more people to know that God is out demic year.
to look at whether we're organGeorge DeBin, the vice presihard money given directly to can- there, and He's listening and He'll
ized in the most efficient way,"
13
dent for fiscal affairs, got a
didates.
he said.
anything."
through
get
help you
percent raise to $148,423 this year.
Whatever the case, academic
chemotheraher
finished
Katie
D-N.J.,
Sen. Robert Torricelli,
Fitzgerald Bramwell, vice presito
complained about the attention py treatments in January. The can- dent for graduate studies, now departments need more money
history
chairreach
UK's
goals,
cer has left her hearing- and vision- makes $156,200 after a 14 pergiven soft money.
said.
"There is a national panic being impaired and she has lost her hair, cent jump. And Ben Can, vice man David Hamilton
"We need more faculty to cover
created that's the political equiva- but she hasn't lost her sense of president for administration, saw his more subjects, we need to improve
lent of the Spanish-American War. humor.
salary rise to $155,430, also a 14 student-teacher ratios and a whole
"I take pride in my hair," she percent raise.
The media is so focused that all
host of other things," he said. "But
errors in American government are said, rubbing her bare head that
Carr, who is second in com- I wish these raises could he done
the result of soft money," Torri- she has decorated with three tem- mand to Wethington, said his raise throughout the university."
porary tattoos of butterflies.
celli said on Fox.
reflected the job change that

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
ART SHOW...A large abstract gets the attention of an art
lover at the Murray Art Guild's spring art exhibit Sunday afternoon.
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ACT Test Prep Courses

Understanding Investments

4 Saturdays
April 14 - May 5
9 a.m. - 12 Noon
or Seminar March 31 9-12 Noon

6 Tuesdays
March 27 - May 1
700 - 9-00 p.m.

Ballroom Dancing

Learning Guitar

5 Mondays
April 2 - 30
7:30 - 8:30 p.m.

9 Tuesdays
April 10 - June 5
6:00 - 7:30 p.m.

Calligraphy

Instant Piano for
Hopelessly Busy People

Computers for
Senior Citizens

Getting Started
with Computers

Dates TBA
6:00 - 7:30 p.m.

4 Mondays
March 26 - April 16
4:30 - 6:00 p.m.

3 Tuesdays
April 3-17
6:00 - 8:00 p.m.

Introduction to
Windows 95/98

Microsoft Word

Microsoft Excel

3 Mondays
March 26 - April 9
6:30 - 8:30 p.m.

3 Mondays
April 16 - 30
6:30 - 8:30 p.m.

Microsoft PowerPoint

Introduction to
Microsoft FrontPage

Monday, June 4
6:00 - 9:00 p.m.

3 Mondays
June 11-25
6:00 - 8:00 p.m.

3 Tuesdays
April 24 - May 8
6:00 - 8:00 p.m.

Microsoft Access
3 Mondays
May 7-21
6:00 - 8:00 p.m.

Introduction to Quickbooks Introduction to ArcView GIS
Monday & Tuesday
June 18- 19
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

3 Tuesdays
May 15 - 29
6:00 - 8-00 p.m.

511 k k '0
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Attracting Backyard
Wildlife

Saturday, June 2
9:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m.

Basic Yoga

Shell

3 Tuesdays
March 27 - April 10
6:00 - 8:00 ..m.

4 Tuesdays
April 3-24
7:00 - 8:30 p.m.
How to Play Blues an
Boogie-Woogie Piano
Saturday, June 2
1:30 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.

4 Thursdays
April 5 - 26
6:00 - 8:00 p.m.
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Beginners
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From Page 1
moved to Calloway County nearly 30 years ago, bringing her passion of dogs with her.
"When we moved down here,
this area didn't have much at all
in the way of dog lovers outside
of the Paducah Kennel Club," she
said. "Gradually, though, we've
seen a few come out of the woodwork. I'm hoping that over time,
it'll start to pick up in the area
some more."
In dog showing, there can be
an unlimited amount of champions. A champion dog in herding,
Schutzund (police dog-like gaming,)
tracking, conformation or obedience
has to attain two major championship wins and 15 points in one
of those five areas. Points are gained
by winning or placing in these
tournaments.
Adelman, who has placed more
than 100 titles on her .cjogs, attributes much of her success to a noforce, positive training method
developed by herself called the
Optimum Placement Technique.
While she began promoting it
in 1985 with a series of videos
and pamphlets, Adelman said it
was simply just an extension of
how she had been training animals since the 1970s.
"There's been a lot of fads in
training that have come and gone,"
she said. "When I first started
publicizing this method, it was
considered revolutionary, but it
was just a continuation of what I
had been doing for about 10 years."
Some of those fads have been
dangerous to animals. One of them
was the spinning technique popular for about two years in the
1980s, where a handler would rapidly "spin" a dog in a walk around
them to train them in tricks.
"It worked until people started
finding out it caused brain damage in the dogs because of the
spinning," she said with a small
chuckle. "She dropped off of the
map pretty fast after that.Adelman often demonstrates her

technique's benefits in a training
room adjoining the kennel. Dragon, a massive shepherd that was
reclaimed from attack training, is
particularly adept at many of Adelman's techniques.
"He is one of my hopefuls,"
she said as Dragon briskly trotted
around the room,'waiting for a
signal from her. "I've only had
him for a little while, but he's a
quick learner."
And outside, she and Dragon
demonstrated the legendary versatility of German Shepherds as he
worked the agility course. Agility
courses are a fairly new trend in
dog breeding, a virtual obstacle
course for animals that are popular on television shows and have
highlighted purebred training. While
he wasn't perfect, it's understandable: he only started working on
agility two weeks ago.
"Several years ago, everybody
at the Paducah Kennel Club started talking about this, and it turned
out I was the only one who knew
even the rudiments of it," she said
with a laugh. "So they named me
the agility committee chairman. As
soon as someone else expressed
desire in the seat. I let them have
it.,,
Considering that she's a certified judge in all five competition
categories, it's not like she didn't
have plenty to do already. Adelman said she's one of only "four
or five" judges certified for all
categories, although she's not qualified for all levels of each.
But Adelman said she's taking
a break from judging for a while.
For her, it's time to get back on
the agenda that's held her interest
for more than half her life: training her dogs to be champions.
"I've said it for a long time you don't make money off of
breeding dogs. you make money
from everything connected with
them," she said. "I don't breed
these dogs and make them champions for a profit, because if I
did that, I'd be out of work already.
I do it because I love it."

POLICE/SHERIFF LOG
Murray Police Department
• Jeremy Smith. 19, Murray. was driving east around the corner of Fifth
and Maple streets Saturday night when he disregarded a stop sign and lost
control of his vehicle. His vehicle then hit a parked vehicle on the south
side of the court square. injuring Scan Fluke, 20, Mayfield. Fluke was
transported to the Murray-Calloway County Hospital, where he was
treated and released for a bruised back.
Calloway County Sheriff's Office
• Christopher Duncan, 17, 7307 State Line Road East, Hazel, was injured Friday evening after he swerved his 1979 Ford pickup onto the right
shoulder in order to avoid a vehicle, he stated to police. He then lost control and struck a tree. He was transported to Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. where he was treated and released for a cut above his left eye.
LaTosha Phelps. a passenger in the vehicle, was treated and released for a
fracture to her left wrist and right elbow.
• Carl Skinner, 26. 75 Walnut St., Dexter, was arrested March 13 for
flagrant non-support. He is lodged in the Calloway County Jail on a
$6.000 bond
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Lawyer seeks incest case dismisgal
The man is accused of having
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The
lawyer for a 24-year-old Louisville sex with his niece last year when
man charged with incest has asked she was 16 — the age of consent
that the case be dismissed because in Kentucky. Therefore, the uncle
state law doesn't specifically for- could not be charged with statubid sexual intercourse between tory rape, said prosecutor Anne
Haynie.
uncles and nieces.
Defense attorney Michael FerThe state's incest statute only
forbids it between parents or grand- raraccio said he's making a legal
parents and children or grandchil- argument, not a moral one. He
declined to say whether he perdren, and brothers or sisters.
Jefferson County Circuit Judge sonally thinks that sexual contact
Stephen P. Ryan said he was sur- between an uncle and a niece is
prised when he read the statute incestuous, and declined to comand it didn't specifically refer to ment further until Ryan rules on
uncles, aunts, nieces and nephews. the issue.
According to court records, in
"I thought I knew it pretty
well," he said in court. "To me, an interview with police, the niece,
Steve Ryan, incest is an uncle and who is now 17, said her uncle forced
a niece having sex, but the statute her to have sex. The uncle denied
using force and told police the
doesn't appear to say that."
sex was consensual, the records
Ryan is expected to rule on the
say. Both said they had been drinkmatter soon.

ing and the niece admitted to
police she had smoked marijuana.
Haynie declined to say whether
or not the uncle would then be
charged with rape if the incest
charges are dismissed.
The problem with Kentucky's
incest statute lies in its wording.
Someone is guilty of incest
when he or she has sexual intercourse with someone known to be
an "ancestor, descendant, brother
or 'sister." It is a Class C felony,
punishable by five to 10 years in
prison. The terms "ancestor" and
"descendant," however, are not
defined in the statute.
Neither Haynie nor Ferraraccio
could find any case law - when
researching the issue. Haynie told
Ryan she checked with the state
attorney general's office, and it
had never been asked to research

the issue.
In a nine-page brief supporting
his argument, Ferraraccio noted
that Kentucky's highest court has
held that words in statutes must
be given their ordinary meaning.
Ordinarily, he wrote, "ancestor"
and "descendant" refer to a "lineal blood relationship" as between
a parent and a child.
"If these terms are to be given
their ordinary meaning they cannot be read to include aunts and
uncles and nephews and nieces,"
Ferraraccio said in the brief.
In court last week, Ferraraccio
said that, logically, everyone would
agree that a niece is a descendant
of someone's brother or sister.
But Haynie quickly added, "OTT
the flip side, if you ask, 'Is hav-:
ing sex with your niece incestuous,' you'll get 100 percent yes."

Juvenile centers face further investigation
BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
MEETING PLACE...Two Murray State University students
meet outside Pogue Library before taking spring break.

Lexington seminary
names interim director
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) -Lexington Theological Seminary
has tapped a retired Indiana church
administrator to be interim president.
Harold R. Watkins of Indianapolis will begin work in May after
President Richard Harrison completes his eight-year tenure. Harrison announced in December he
would resign after the academic
year to become a pastor in Richmond, Va.
"Mr. Watkins is a very solid
church leader, and we wanted to
get someone in there who would
provide a very stabilizing force in
the transitional time," said the Rev.
Leigh Bond, a seminary trustee and
pastor of Beargrass Christian
Church (Disciples of Christ) in
Louisville.

Watkins retired in 1995 as president of the Board of Church Extension at the Indianapolis headquarters of the Christian Church (Disciples of Christ), the denomination
with which the seminary is affiliated.
The 72-year-old Watkins had
served as the seminary's interim director of field education from 1998
to 1999. He graduated from the
seminary in 1953.
The seminary hopes to find a
permanent president by next year,
spokesman Walter Johnson said.
The school is part of a consortium that includes Louisville Presbyterian and Southern Baptist theological seminaries in Louisville;
Asbury Theological Seminary in
Wilmore, Ky.; and St. Meinrad
(Ind.), School of Theology.

Officials investigating
complaints over billing

— Population. The Washington reporting allegations of abuse or
PIKEVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The
director of the Kentucky Youth County center mixes youths con- mistreatment since they are not
Academy confirmed to a state victed of offenses with those yet allowed to make private phone calls.
agency that it had used a banned to face charges and youths placed
— Employment. Some private
in emergency shelter due to abuse work performed by youths for staff
form of group discipline.
A report by the state Depart- or neglect. The report says advo- may violate minimum-wage and
ment of Protection and Advocacy, cates are concerned about the prac- child-labor laws and recommends
it called for further investigation tice, though the law does not for- the department investigate further.
into that center and the Central bid it.
— Education. The report quesKentucky Youth Academy in Wash— Complaints. The report noted tions whether children with disington County.
The two centers hold a $4.5 that youths had no real way 'of abilities are receiving all the servmillion annual state contract to
house 96 juvenile offenders.
The Courier-Journal reported in
December that the centers appeared
to be using a form of group disLOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Gun HomeSafe last February. Another
cipline in which youths scream
locks handed out last year by 1,000 locks were given at area
and spit at any youth who com- Louisville police can be opened malls under a similar program by
mits an infraction. Youth advowithout a key under certain con- the Kentuckiana Interfaith Comcates said that sounded like "group- ditions and should be replaced, munity in April.
ing," a practice banned by offi- the department said.
The locks consist of cable that
cials at state centers after it led
The locks were designed to pre- threads through the breech, barrel
to physical confrontations resultvent unauthorized users from fir- or magazine of any weapon and
ing in the deaths of two youths, ing the guns. But research has into a padlock.
in 1972 and 1983.
shown they can open if they're
But a Tennessee police departRocky Hall, the academies'chief struck hard in a certain spot. said ment told the foundation in Octoexecutive officer, said in previous
Bill Brassard, the HomeSafe proj- ber that under certain conditions
interviews that no youths are abused ect coordinator for the National the lock can be opened
without a
or mistreated at the centers.
Shooting Sports Foundation.
key.
The report said the director of
Louisville police handed out
"As soon as we heard the report
the Pike County center said it about 3,000 locks labeled Project we started testing the lock," Brasstopped the practice of allowing
youths to confront other youths after
the newspaper reports. He said
youths now discuss issues such as
rule violations without yelling.
The preliminary report contains
no final conclusions. But it notes
SPECIALIZING IN GIFT BASKETS
concerns in several areas, includ& BALLOON BOUQUETS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
ing:
YOL DREAM IT, WE THEME IT.
— Treatment. It notes the cen615-A Southside Shopping Center
ters rely on a rigid system of
using youths to control other youths.
759-2333
— Outcomes. The report says
WE WILL GLADLY DELIVER
efforts should be made to require
the state to keep information on
recidivism for center youths.
— Religion. Both centers require
church attendance on Sunday, daily
prayer, and that students say the
pledge of allegiance, the report
said. The report recommended further investigation into whether
youths are under pressure to do
so and whether that raises legal
Folks, there's a new wireless company in town with 20 million
issues.
customers nationwide.

Free gun locks prove faulty

Jfeavenly 'Baskets

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)— State 250,000 claims the company
officials are investigating a com- processes each week in Kentucky.
plaint that Anthem Blue Cross and She said Anthem has taken steps
Blue Shield of Kentucky incor- to refund the money.
rectly required some patients to
make co-payments for interpretaThe erroneous charges, which
tions of X-rays and lab work.
involved patients from 380 medAnthem officials will meet ical offices, were brought to
Wednesday with the Kentucky Anthem's attention by Sherry MurDepartment of Insurance to dis- phy, billing manager for Diagnoscuss the complaint, said Roger tic Medical Imaging Associates, a
Snell. a department spokesman.
Louisville company that takes and
Anthem officials said they interprets X-rays for doctors.
thought they had resolved the problems earlier this year when they
agreed to repay about $140,000
to 9,000 members who were incorrectly required to make copayments of $5 to $25. Anthem offiMexicana Restanpmat
cials said that in those cases from
"Authentic Mexican Cuisine At Its Finest"
January 1999 to November 2000
no copayment should have been
Present This Coupon For A
required.
FREE Drink With Lunch Special
"We made a mistake, and we
corrected it." said Anthem spokesEtpires April 1.511,
I
woman Suellen Brill. adding that
1006 Chestnut Street, Murray • 759-9247
the 9.0(X) errors constitute a "tiny
(Next to Cheri Theatre)
percentage" of the approximately
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unlimited text messages. All you have to do is activate a
Cingular Home— plan with access of $29.99 or higher.
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month
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and get
a Nokia 5165

Got so excited about this deal,
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sard said. "It takes a specific series
of events to open the lock without a key."

Unlimited calling to other Cingular customers
at no additional charge.
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HURRY!Limited Time Offer.
olotn ,

ices they are entitled to and recommends further investigation.
Hall could not be reached for
comment Friday.
Juvenile Justice Commissioner
Ralph Kelly said in December that
his department would conduct its
own investigation of operations at
the two centers. That investigation is still going on, according
to the Protection and Advocacy
report.

Get a free dish Network digital satellite tv system
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Installation through March 31, 2001. Just subscribe
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Tax reform on table
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky's tax structure has been.
THOUGHTS
even political opponents agree,
mr vb
examined closely.
qi"It's been studied, restudied and
the restudy has been restudied,"
MARK CHELLGREN
Gov. Paul Patton said in his State
of the Commonwealth address to
Associated Press Writer
the General Assembly on Jan. 3.
"It's been studied to death," local telephone companies lines to
Williams, late in the session,
said Senate President David complete calls.
said Republicans viewed tax reform
Williams.
Williams and the GOP had as tax cuts. That attitude, more
It will be studied again.
argued that reductions in the unem- than anything, is what killed PatPatton, in his speech, said the ployment assessment on employ- ton's own tax reform proposals in
2001 legislative session should take ers, which would have been effec- 2000.
up the subject in earnest. "I call tively required anyway, offset the
Treesh has tentatively offered
for comprehensive, revenue neu- tax increases.
his own modified, scaled-down
tral, bipartisan tax reform, develIn that political context, the leg- version of Patton's tax plan, but
oped by a coalition of leaders of islature passed a resolution autho- his package cuts total receipts
the House, the Senate and the rizing a study of the tax system, instead of Patton's increases.
executive, using the advice of the but the membership of the task force
A bill Treesh introduced this
best experts we can get and work- is limited to members of the House session would have junked much
ing in an atmosphere of trust and and Senate Appropriations and Rev- of Kentucky's income tax system
good will," Patton said.
enue Committees. There is no rep- and started anew with the federAt a minimum, Patton said there resentation from the executive al filing status, standard deducshould be created a "joint task branch, which is relegated to pro- tions and personal exemptions then
force to present a proposal for viding technical assistance.
applied a 6 percent rate on all
consideration in the near future."
In a technical context, though, taxable income. The net effect
Patton said such an undertaking the subjects are fairly well known would be the elimination of perwould do more than just review because the topic has been studhaps 750,000 people from having
a tax system that needed revision. ied so routinely.
to file income tax returns.
don't think any endeavor could
"None of this is breaking new
Secondly, Treesh would elimido more to heal the wounds the ground here," said Rep. Mark
nate the state portion of the proppermeate the body politic of Ken- Treesh, R-Owensboro, an accounmotor vehicles and
tucky state government and that's tant in private life and a likely erty tax on
institute
the
flat
tax on all telecomsomething that needs to be done member of the task force. "It's
and it needs to start tonight," Pat- just putting things together into a munications services proposed by
Patton.
ton said to a standing ovation in package that will work."
The total net effect would be
the House chamber.
Tax reform, generally, involves
about
$220 million less a year for
Williams, however, did not join cutting some taxes and raising othin the ovation. Nor did he join in ers to reach some predetermined the General Fund.
Treesh said he did not look at
the enthusiasm for a tax study. goal, such as more progressive
other side of the state ledger,
the
He said Patton could not be trust- taxation or encouragement of
but
was motivated by finding a
ed on taxes.
behavior, and roughly leaving the
Williams complained that Pat- final sum equal to where it start- tax system that was more fair and
did something to help lower-income
ton had double-crossed Senate ed.
Republicans in 2000 by calling it
Politically, tax reform is some- Kentuckians.
"I just threw this out there for
a tax increase when the legisla- thing else entirely.
ture voted to extend the 6 perFormer Rep. Joe Clarke of some public discussion," Treesh
cent sales tax to out-of-state long Danville, who was chairman of said.
The discussion could begin in
distance telephone calls and acqui- the House tax committee for two
esced in the extension of the sales decades, said tax reform was, earnest in April, when the first meettax to the payments long distance "Don't tax you, don't tax me, tax ing of the legislative study group
should be held.
companies pay to obtain access to the man behind the tree."

THE PUBLIC MINKS WE'Rt
A BUNN or CROOKS.
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Panels increase under Bush
WASHINGTON (AP) — When
a power crisis gripped the West,
AP ANALYSIS
President Bush formed a working
group on energy. Days later, he
created a special panel to study
illegal immigration. And then another to ease the federal government's
SCOTT LINDLAW
burden on the states.
Associated Press Writer
The new president is confronting
the issues of the day with a growThe White House hastily
ing number of task forces and announced that group's formation
commissions, following the foot- after word emerged that the new
steps of presidents past who administration was apparently shutembraced the same tactic for buy- ting down the Clinton administraing time.
tion's office of race relations.
The groups have sprouted at an
Clinton's AIDS policy office
average of about one a week since became a task force: two Health
he took office Jan. 20, their mem- and Human Services employees
bers grappling with issues as dis- and a member of the White House
parate as Iraq. mental health, Social Domestic Policy Council. It hasSecurity, AIDS and race.
n't been heard from since the reshufDuring that same time, Bush fling was announced Feb. 7.
has stepped forward to send ConForming panels has shielded
gress his plans for improving pub- Bush from having to make immelic schools, getting prescription diate decisions on issues that are
drugs to the elderly and cutting complex or that would distract
taxes.
from matters he wants to focus
But on other delicate matters. on.
he has deferred action until experts
He has undertaken formal
and trusted aides can analyze.
reviews of other ticklish matters,
The tendency to form panels including North Korea. the state
reflects Bush's style of leadership. of the military, presidential parHe likes to delegate. He believes don policy and federal financing
in sitting down and reaching con- of research using human embryos.
sensus. He doesn't like to be rushed
Often such issues are handed
on major decisions. He prefers not off to vice presidents.
to deliberate in public.
When Bush's father held that
So precisely what the working office, for example. he chaired
groups are doing is murky.
President Reagan's task force on
None has issued a conclusion terrorism.
or recommendation. They don't
Likewise, when the elder Bush
have firm timetables for doing so. was president he tapped Vice PresTheir members have generally not ident Dan Quayle to chair the
been announced, and they meet in Council on Competitiveness, which
worked to eliminate excess govprivate, with no public notice.
It's not clear, for instance, what ernment regulation.
President Clinton gave Vice Presthe "working group on uniting
America" will do, aside from con- ident Al Gore a broad array of
task forces and commissions that
templating race relations.
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tackled streamlining the government, increasing access for the
disabled and improving U.S.-Russia relations.
Clinton liberally created task
forces and commissions. They studied small business exports, sports
doping. Internet commerce and the
entertainment industry's marketing
practices, among many others.
Bush is starting to face questions about the proliferating panels.
At a recent briefing for reporters,
spokesman Ari Fleischer was asked
how Bush's Social Security commission will differ from its many
predecessors.
"The last time Social Security
was successfully reformed was 1983
as a result of a commission," he
said. "So there's evidence that
commissions have worked in the
past. There's a lot of evidence
that commissions have not. And
the trick to a commission is, if
there's a will there's a way. And
the president will seek to create
that will."
But, Fleischer was asked, isn't
this a way of burying the issue?
"It's a way of honoring his campaign promise to do just what he
said he would do," Fleischer said.
The administration isn't rushing the new commission along.
Its composition and timetable
will be announced in the spring,
Fleischer said.

Letters...
Letters must be brief and
are subject to editing. Send
letters to P.O. Box 1040.
Murray. KY 42071. They
may also be faxed to (270)
753-1927 or e-mailed to
mIt@murrayledger.com
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CALLS POR ACTION!! WE NEED AN ANTICORRUPTION LAW AND A SLICK P.R. CAMPAIGN!

FROM OUR READERS
Photos chronicle
local community
Dear Editor:
Bernard Kane's picture of the kitty in the spring
flowers caused me to write. Over the course of
the last couple of months, Kane's pictures of people working have also caught my eye.
The idea that these pictures chronicle who we

are struck me, and I'm grateful that he is out
with the camera capturing life.
Thanks also for putting his picture of the WKMS
fund-raiser on the front page. We couldn't ask for
better support for public radio in our community.
WKMS couldn't do without Friends like you.
Kate B. Lochte
WKMS Station Manager
2018 University Station
Murray, KY 42071

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
The Independent, Ashland
The Kentucky Supreme Court has wisely upheld
a law limiting lawyers from soliciting business
from accident or disaster victims within 30 days
of the event.
The decision is a blow to ambulance-chasing
lawyers who blatantly attempt to profit from the
misfortunes of others by soliciting their business
immediately after they have been injured or lost
a loved one in an accident.
James W. Chambers. a personal injury lawyer,
said the law infringed on his constitutional right
of free speech.
He also contended the Kentucky Constitution
generally reserves all matters relating to lawyers
to the Supreme Court. not the General Assembly.
"In this instance, the General Assembly was
responding to a public outcry against the practices
of immediate solicitation, which it found caused
further emotional harm to the accident and disaster victims receiving such mailings," Justice William
Graves wrote in the 5-2 decision.
He also added that if only the court had jurisdiction in such matters, the activities of out-ofstate lawyers could not be limited.
Those injured in an accident or the survivors
of those killed still have the right to immediately
secure the services of an attorney.
However, the decision to call should be made
by the victims, not the lawyer.

Lexington Herald-Leader
The Rev. Louis Coleman's denunciation of the
wrong state legislator for a vote against an AfricanAmerican candidate for administrative law judge
gave Frankfort political watchers a few chuckles.
But the civil-rights leader's unfortunate and alltoo-common faux pas undermines not just his credibility, but the worthwhile causes he champions.
Coleman meant to criticize Sen. Katie Stine, a
Republican from northern Kentucky.
Instead, he attacked Rep. Kathy Stein, a Lexington Democrat who has been a vocal civil-rights
advocate.
He also took a slap at Stein's husband, Alan,
for not hiring enough minority contractors in the
construction of Lexington's new minor-league baseball stadium. If Coleman had any evidence, he
didn't offer it.
Coleman,a Louisville-area resident who is expanding his Justice Resource Center into other parts of
the state, deserves credit for taking a stand in
spite of the slings and arrows that follow.
We support his larger priorities of racial and
economic justice. But the battle between lip service and meaningful change is often waged in the
details. Flailing around until you hit a fact produces neither confidence nor results.
Coleman and those who support him should
ensure that his next news conference has the right
information as well as a righteous cause,
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Famed singer dies at 65
LOS ANGELES (AP) Singer-pngwriter John Phillips,
who pearled "California Dreamin"
and otIer hits as co-founder of the
'60s it/p-folk quartet the Mamas
and fie Papas, has died of heart
failut. He was 65.
who also helped organizqthe seminal Monterey Pop FesOil, died Sunday morning at the
Viiversity of California, Los Angels Medical Center, a spokesman
/or the hospital said.
,/ "His personality is going to be
sorely missed," said Harvey Gold/ berg, a longtime friend and pro/ ducer. "His music is going to be
sorely missed."
Phillips was the principal songwriter for the Mamas and the Papas, writing such favorites as "I
Saw Her Again Last Night" and
"Creeque Alley." In 1966, the band
won a Grammy for best contemporary group performance for the single "Monday Monday."
As one of the organizers of
1967's Monterey Pop Festival,
Phillips also helped introduce Jimi
Hendrix to American audiences.
"He had a sweet voice, and he
played guitar beautifully, and he'd
play a song, just acoustically, and
they'd be hits," Beach Boys singer
Bruce Johnston said Sunday.
The Mamas and the Papas broke
new ground by having women and
men in one group at a time when
most singing groups were all-male
or all-female. Phillips' second wife,
Michelle Phillips, and another fe-

male vocalist, Cass Elliott, teamed
with Phillips and Denny Doherty.
The group's catchy sound was a
blend of '60s upbeat pop and the
folk music that had surged in popularity early in the decade. Other top
folk-rock bands of the era included
the Byrds and the Lovin' Spoonful.
Among the Mamas and the Papas' other records: "Go Where You
Wanna Go," "Dancing Bear," and
versions of "I Call Your Name"
and "Dedicated to the One I Love."
But the heyday of the group was
brief: It disbanded in 1968 following John and Michelle Phillips' divorce. Phillips briefly reformed the
band in 1982 with Doherty, daughter Mackenzie and Elaine "Spanky"
McFarlane. The foursome toured
playing oldies and new Phillips
originals.
Several of Phillips' children
have achieved fame. Mackenzie
Phillips became an actress and
starred in the sitcom -One Day at a
Time" in the 1970s until she was
fired in 1982 because of cocaine
addiction she later kicked.
Another daughter, Chynna, was
a member of the pop group Wilson
Phillips with two daughters of
Beach Boys singer Brian Wilson. A
third daughter, Bijou, gained fame
as a teen model in the 1990s and is
also an actress.
Phillips was married four times:
to Susan Phillips, Michelle Phillips,
actress Genevieve Waite and to his
wife at the time of his death, Farnaz, to whom he'd been married for

six years.
He had recently completed work
on a solo album, tentatively titled
"Slow Starter." An album he began
work on 25 years ago with Mick
Jagger and Keith Richards called
"Pay, Pack and Follow" is set for
release in May.
He also wrote songs for the
Grateful Dead ("Me & My Uncle")
and the Beach Boys.
Phillips was born in Parris Island, S.C. After high school, he
moved to New York City, where he
formed the Journeymen.
When Elliot joined the group
that became the Mamas and the Papas, the band moved to Los Angeles, where it was signed in 1965.
"They were really the American
band that ended the British Invasion," Goldberg said.
The band was inducted into the
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in
1998.
Phillips received a liver transplant in 1992 after years of abusing
alcohol and illegal drugs.
"It's like having a new lease on
life," Phillips said at the time of the
transplant, which came six months
after he stopped drinking. He said
he had weaned himself from drugs
in a rehabilitation clinic after a
1980 arrest.
He is survived by his wife, three
daughters, two sons and two stepdaughters.
Funeral arrangements were
pending Sunday.

Sibling saved by translation
Read All About 9t

HAMMOND, Ind. (AP) Police say a bilingual 11-year-old
helped save his young brother's
life when he calmly listened to
an emergency dispatcher's instructions for performing CPR, then
translated for his Spanish-speaking mother.
Daniel Tinajero said he knew
it was important to stay calm and
listen to the dispatcher.
"If I didn't remain calm, I
couldn't translate everything,"
Daniel said. "I learned how to use
911 in school. ... They told us
that in cases of emergency to stay
calm."
Jose Tinajero Jr. had been sick
with a fever the night of Feb. 14.
Shortly after 5 p.m., Theresa Tinajero noticed he had stopped breathing and she began to panic. She
speaks little English and had to
rely on Daniel for help.
Daniel dialed 911. told the dispatcher what was wrong, and then
talked his mother through CPR
with the dispatcher's help. The 20month-old brother began breathing shortly before paramedics
arrived.
Officer Chris Matonovich, a
Hammond police spokesman, said
the department plans to honor
Daniel, though the details had not
yet been worked out.

by Susan 3ineman
Young Hero Saves Life
Using the newspaper story, find
the 10 vocabulary words, and circle them in the article. Use the
context of the story to help you
figure out the meaning of each
vocabulary word. Then write the
number of each word next to its
correct meaning. Use a dictionary
to check your answers.
1) bilingual
2) dispatcher
3) performing
4) paramedics
5) instructions
6) translate
7) panic
8) fever
9) rely
10) cases
a. change into another language
b. situations; instances
c. directions
d. depend
- e. able to use two

Swedish actress and ordered it taken
down.
A new bust was done by German artist Julia Eble, but the art
council again rejected the likeness
and banned it from city property.
So the association appealed to the
private sector, finally donating the
bust to a private real estate company that put it on the facade of
its building in southern Stockholm.
"As this is a private building,

Calloway students compete
High school students from Calloway County competed in the fifth
annual Western Kentucky Technical Challenge held at Murray State
University.
The 2001 Western Kentucky
Technical Challenge was one of the
largest the region has seen. Students came from as far away as
Boyle County and southeast Missouri to compete. Students who
performed well in the competition
will have the opportunity to travel
to Louisville to compete on the
state level.
The event matched high school
and middle school students against
one another in various competitions. Computer aided drafting
(CAD), technology trivia and the
flight challenge were a few of the
many contests available.
The flight challenge, for example, gave the students an opportunity to build a rubber band-powered airplane out of scratch. The
planes were then judged by their
design and the time they stayed airborne.

languages
f. feel frightened
g. person who calls
for medical help
h. body temperature
higher than normal
i. carrying out; doing
j. people trained to
give first aid
FIRST-AID LESSON
What kind of instructions might
the emergency dispatcher have
given to Daniel Tinajero? To find
out, first look in an encyclopedia
for information on how CPR is
performed. Then write down stepby-step directions for carrying out
this lifesaving technique. Put each
part of the first-aid procedure in
a separate, easy-to-understand sentence. By the way, how would
you honor Daniel?

the art council has no say," association spokesman Rune Sahlstroem
said.
Garbo, who fiercely guarded
her privacy, starred in 1920s and
'30s classics like "Flesh and the
Devil," "Mata Hari" and "Anna
Karenina." She died in New York
City in 1990 at age 84.
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Mrs. Frances L. Castleman
Mrs. Frances Lucille Castleman, 89, Riley Court, Murray, died Saturday. March 17, 2001. at 8:10 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was married in 1950 to David Castleman who died in 1996. Born
Jan.. 20, 1912. in Fulton County, Ark., she was the daughter of the late
Earl Hale and Lula Holland Hale.
Mrs. Castleman was a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Survivors include one daughter, Ms. Cynthia Castleman and friend,
Ron Ward, Buchanan. Tenn.; one stepdaughter, Mrs. Barbara Sherrdan
and husband, Don, Commerce, Mich.; two stepsons, James Castleman and
wife, Ada, Wyandotte. Mich., and William Castleman and wife, Edna,
Lincoln Park, Mich.; two grandchildren, Cone Humphries and husband.
James, Paris, Tenn.. and David Stutesman, New Concord; one greatgrandchild, Megan Humphries, Paris. Tenn.; 11 stepgrandchildren; 19
stepgreat-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate. Burial will follow in Friendship
Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Monday).
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The Tech Bowl, which seemed
to be favored by most of the students, could be best described as
team jeopardy. The Tech Bowl
gave students the opportunity to
show off their tremendous knowledge of technical innovations.
First place winners were:
• Film Technology: Eric Christenson - Murray High School
• Extemporaneous Speaking:
Joel Smith - Calloway County High
School
• Dragster Design: Russell
Sweatman - CCHS
• Manufacturing Prototype: Bailey Barnett - CCHS
• Computer Aided Drafting:
Josh Dunigan - Marshall County
High School
• Cyber Pursuit: Brian Cloud MCHS
• Desktop Publishing: Stacy
Burkeen - MCHS
• Imaging Technology: Laura
Woods - MCHS
• Problem Solving: Michelle
Loveridge, Eric Lester - MCHS
• Technical Sketching: Jacob

DEA-T-1-1S

Answer Key:
a)6, b)10, c)5, d)9. ell • f17,
g)2, h)8, i)3, j)4.

Garbo bust comes home
STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP)
- A bronze bust of film legend
Greta Garbo finally found a home
Sunday on the block where she
was born.
In the mid-1990s, a local householders' association commissioned
a bronze bust from Swedish artist
Jan-Erik Bjoerk and put it in the
southern part of the capital. But
the city's art council ruled that
the bust did not look like the

Local students recently participated in the fifth annual Western Kentucky Technical Challenge
at Murray State University.

Come Visit Our
New Location!

8
ft
Vicki Oliver
Hearing Instrument Specialist

210 S. 12th St.
Call Today
(270) 753-8055
Outside Murray 1-800-949-5728

STONE-LANG CO.
HEARING REHABILITATION
210 South 12th St. • Murray
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Tax reform on table
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky's tax structure has been,
even political opponents agree,
examined closely.
"It's been studied, restudied and
the restudy has been restudied,"
Gov. Paul Patton said in his State
of the Commonwealth address to
the General Assembly on Jan. 3.
"It's been studied to death,"
said Senate President David
Williams.
It will be studied again.
Patton, in his speech, said the
2001 legislative session should take
up the subject in earnest. "I call
for comprehensive, revenue neutral, bipartisan tax reform, developed by a coalition of leaders of
the House, the Senate and the
executive, using the advice of the
best experts we can get and working in an atmosphere of trust and
good will," Patton said:
At a minimum, Patton said there
should be created a "joint task
force to present a proposal for
consideration in the near future."
Patton said such an undertaking
would do more than just review
a tax system that needed revision.
don't think any endeavor could
do more to heal the wounds the
permeate the body politic of Kentucky state government and that's
something that needs to be done
and it needs to start tonight," Patton said to a standing ovation in
the House chamber.
Williams, however, did not join
in the ovation. Nor did he join in
the enthusiasm for a tax study.
He said Patton could not be trusted on taxes.
Williams complained that Patton had double-crossed Senate
Republicans in 2000 by calling it
a tax increase when the legislature voted to extend the 6 percent sales tax to out-of-state long
distance telephone calls and acquiesced in the extension of the sales
tax to the payments long distance
companies pay to obtain access to

i

CAPITOL THOUGHTS

MARK CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
Williams, late in the session,
local telephone companies lines to
said Republicans viewed tax reform
complete calls.
Williams and the GOP had as tax cuts. That attitude, more
argued that reductions in the unem- than anything, is what killed Patployment assessment on employ- ton's own tax reform proposals in
ers, which would have been effec- 2000.
tively required anyway, offset the
Treesh has tentatively offered
tax increases.
his own modified, scaled-down
In that political context, the leg- version of Patton's tax plan, but
islature passed a resolution autho- his package cuts total receipts
rizing a study of the tax system, instead of Patton's increases.
but the membership of the task force
A bill Treesh introduced this
is limited to members of the House session would have junked much
and Senate Appropriations and Rev- of Kentucky's income tax system
enue Committees. There is no rep- and started anew with the federresentation from the executive al filing status, standard deducbranch, which is relegated to pro- tions and personal exemptions then
viding technical assistance.
applied a 6 percent rate on all
In a technical context, though, taxable income. The net effect
the subjects are fairly well known would be the elimination of perbecause the topic has been stud- haps 750,000 people from having
ied so routinely.
to file income tax returns.
"None of this is breaking new
Secondly. Treesh would elimiground here," said Rep. Mark
nate the state portion of the propTreesh, R-Owensboro, an accounerty tax on motor vehicles and
tant in private life and a likely
institute the flat tax on all telecommember of the task force. "It's
just putting things together into a munications services proposed by
Patton.
package that will work."
The total net effect would be
Tax reform, generally, involves
about
$220 million less a year for
cutting some taxes and raising others to reach some predetermined the General Fund.
Treesh said he did not look at
goal, such as more progressive
the
other side of the state ledger,
taxation or encouragement of
but
was motivated by finding a
behavior, and roughly leaving the
final sum equal to where it start- tax system that was more fair and
did something to help lower-income
ed.
Politically, tax reform is some- Kentuckians.
"I just threw this out there for
thing else entirely.
Former Rep. Joe Clarke of some public discussion," Treesh
Danville, who was chairman of said.
The discussion could begin in
the House tax committee for two
decades, said tax reform was, earnest in April, when the first meet"Don't tax you, don't tax me, tax ing of the legislative study group
the man behind the tree.should be held.

Panels increase under Bush
WASHINGTON (AP) — When
a power crisis gripped the West.
President Bush formed a working
group on energy. Days later, he
created a special panel to study
illegal immigration. And then another to ease the federal government's
burden on the states.
The new president is confronting
the issues of the day with a growing number of task forces and
commissions, following the footsteps of presidents past who
embraced the same tactic for buying time.
The groups have sprouted at an
average of about one a week since
he took office Jan. 20, their members grappling with issues as disparate as Iraq, mental health. Social
Security, AIDS and race.
During that same time. Bush
has stepped forward to send Congress his plans for improving public schools, getting prescription
drugs to the elderly and cutting
taxes.
But on other delicate matters,
he has deferred action until experts
and trusted aides can analyze.
The tendency to form panels
reflects Bush's style of leadership.
He likes to delegate. He believes
in sitting down and reaching consensus. He doesn't like to be rushed
on major decisions. He prefers not
to deliberate in public_
So precisely what the working
groups are doing is murky.
None has issued a conclusion
or recommendation. They don't
have firm timetables for doing so.
Their members have generally not
been announced, and they meet in
private, with no public notice.
It's not clear, for instance, what
the "working group on uniting
America" will do. aside from contemplating race relations.

TUE PUBLIC MINKS WE'RE
A BU11C14 OF CROOKS.

AP ANALYSIS

SCOTT LINDLAW
Associated Press Writer
The White House hastily
announced that group's formation
after word emerged that the new
administration was apparently shutting down the Clinton administration's office of race relations.
Clinton's AIDS policy office
became a task force: two Health
and Human Services employees
and a member of the White House
Domestic Policy Council. It hasn't been heard from since the reshuffling was announced Feb. 7.
Forming panels has shielded
Bush from having to make immediate decisions on issues that are
complex or that would distract
from matters he wants to focus
on.
He has undertaken formal
reviews of other ticklish matters,
including North Korea. the state
of the military, presidential pardon policy and federal financing
of research using human embryos.
Often such issues are handed
off to vice presidents.
When Bush's father held that
office, for example. he chaired
President Reagan's task force on
terrorism.
Likewise, when the elder Bush
was president he tapped Vice President Dan Quayle to chair the
Council on Competitiveness, which
worked to eliminate excess government regulation.
President Clinton gave Vice President Al Gore a broad array of
task forces and commissions that
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tackled streamlining the government, increasing access for the
disabled and improving U.S.-Russia relations.
Clinton liberally created task
forces and commissions. They studied small business exports. sports
doping, Internet commerce and the
entertainment industry's marketing
practices, among many others.
Bush is starting to face questions about the proliferating panels.
At a recent briefing for reporters,
spokesman An Fleischer was asked
how Bush's Social Security commission will differ from its many
predecessors.
"The last time Social Security
was successfully reformed was 1983
as a result of a commission," he
said. "So there's evidence that
commissions have worked in the
past. There's a lot of evidence
that commissions have not. And
the trick to a commission is, if
there's a will there's a way. And
the president will seek to create
that will."
But, Fleischer was asked, isn't
this a way of burying the issue?
"It's a way of honoring his campaign promise to do just what he
said he would do." Fleischer said.
The administration isn't rushing the new commission along.
Its composition and timetable
will be announced in the spring,
Fleischer said.

hentafil-

ACTION!!

WE NEED AN ANTITI-IAT CALLS POR
CORRUPTION LAW AND A SLICK P.R. CAMPAIGN!

FROM OUR READERS
Photos chronicle
local community
Dear Editor:
Bernard Kane's picture of the kitty in the spring
flowers caused me to write. Over the course of
the last couple of months, Kane's pictures of people working have also caught my eye.
The idea that these pictures chronicle who we

are struck me. and I'm grateful that he is out
with the camera capturing life.
Thanks also for putting his picture of the WKMS
fund-raiser on the front page. We couldn't ask for
better support for public radio in our community.
WKMS couldn't do without Friends like you.
Kate B. Lochte
WKMS Station Manager
2018 University Station
Murray, KY 42071

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
The Independent, Ashland
The Kentucky Supreme Court has wisely upheld
a law limiting lawyers from soliciting business
from accident or disaster victims within 30 days
of the event.
The decision is a blow to ambulance-chasing
lawyers who blatantly attempt to profit from the
misfortunes of others by soliciting their business
immediately after they have been injured or lost
a loved one in an accident.
James W. Chambers, a personal injury lawyer,
said the law infringed on his constitutional- right
of free speech.
He also contended the Kentucky Constitution
generally reserves all matters relating to lawyers
to the Supreme Court, not the General Assembly.
"In this instance, the General Assembly was
responding to a public outcry against the practices
of immediate solicitation, which it found caused
further emotional harm to the accident and disaster victims receiving such mailings," Justice William
Graves wrote in the 5-2 decision.
He also added that if only the court had jurisdiction in such matters, the activities of out-ofstate lawyers could not be limited.
Those injured in an accident or the survivors
of those killed still have the right to immediately
secure the services of an attorney.
However, the decision to call should be made
by the victims, not the lawyer.

Lexington Herald-Leader
The Rev. Louis Coleman's denunciation of the
wrong state legislator for a vote against an AfricanAmerican candidate for administrative law judge
gave Frankfort political watchers a few chuckles.
But the civil-rights leader's unfortunate and alltoo-common faux pas undermines not just his credibility, but the worthwhile causes he champions.
Coleman meant to criticize Sen. Katie Stine, a
Republican from northern Kentucky.
Instead, he attacked Rep. Kathy Stein, a Lexington Democrat who has been a vocal civil-rights
advocate.
He also took a slap at Stein's husband, Alan,
for not hiring enough minority contractors in the
construction of Lexington's new minor-league baseball stadium. If Coleman had any evidence, he
didn't offer it.
Coleman,a Louisville-area resident who is expanding his Justice Resource Center into other parts of
the state, deserves credit for taking a stand in
spite of the slings and arrows that follow.
We support his larger priorities of racial and
economic justice. But the battle between lip service and meaningful change is often waged in the
details. Flailing around until you hit a fact produces neither confidence nor results.
Coleman and those who support him should
ensure that his next news conference has the right
information as well as a righteous cause.

Letters...
Letters must be brief and
are subject to editing. Send
letters to P.O. Box 1040,
Murray. KY 42071. They
may also be faxed to (270)
753-1927 or e-mailed to
mIt@murrayledger.com
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Famed singer dies at 65
LOS ANGELES (AP) Singer-pngwriter John Phillips,
who pemed "California Dreamin"
and ot/er hits as co-founder of the
, '60s Pp-folk quartet the Mamas
and fie Papas, has died of heart
failyt. He was 65.
pllips, who also helped organiodic seminal Monterey Pop Fes/
tt 1, died Sunday morning at the
iversity of California, Los Anges Medical Center, a spokesman
or the hospital said.
"His personality is going to be
sorely missed," said Harvey Goldberg, a longtime friend and producer. "His music is going to be
sorely missed."
Phillips was the principal songwriter for the Mamas and the Papas, writing such favorites as "I
Saw Her Again Last Night" and
"Creeque Alley." In 1966, the band
won a Grammy for best contemporary group performance for the single "Monday Monday."
As one of the organizers of
1967's Monterey Pop Festival,
Phillips also helped introduce Jimi
Hendrix to American audiences.
"He had a sweet voice, and he
played guitar beautifully, and he'd
play a song, just acoustically, and
they'd be hits," Beach Boys singer
Bruce Johnston said Sunday.
The Mamas and the Papas broke
new ground by having women and
men in one group at a time when
most singing groups were all-male
or all-female. Phillips' second wife,
Michelle Phillips, and another fe-

male vocalist, Cass Elliott, teamed six years.
He had recently completed work
with Phillips and Denny Doherty.
The group's catchy sound was a on a solo album, tentatively titled
blend of '60s upbeat pop and the "Slow Starter." An album he began
folk music that had surged in popu- work on 25 years ago with Mick
larity early in the decade. Other top Jagger and Keith Richards called
folk-rock bands of the era included "Pay, Pack and Follow" is set for
release in May.
the Byrds and the Lovin' Spoonful.
He also wrote songs for the
Among the Mamas and the PaGrateful
Dead ("Me & My Uncle")
pas' other records: "Go Where You
Wanna Go," "Dancing Bear," and and the Beach Boys.
versions of "I Call Your Name"
Phillips was born in Parris Isand "Dedicated to the One I Love." land, S.C. After high school, he
But the heyday of the group was moved to New York City, where he
brief: It disbanded in 1968 follow- formed the Journeymen.
ing John and Michelle Phillips' diWhen Elliot joined the group
vorce. Phillips briefly reformed the that became the Mamas and the Paband in 1982 with Doherty, daugh- pas, the band moved to Los Angeter Mackenzie and Elaine "Spanky" les, where it was signed in 1965.
McFarlane. The foursome toured
"They were really the American
playing oldies and new Phillips band that ended the British Invaoriginals.
sion," Goldberg said.
The band was inducted into the
Several of Phillips' children
have achieved fame. Mackenzie Rock and Roll Hall of Fame in
Phillips became an actress and 1998.
starred in the sitcom "One Day at a
Phillips received a liver transTime" in the 1970s until she was plant in 1992 after years of abusing
fired in 1982 because of cocaine alcohol and illegal drugs.
addiction she later kicked.
"It's like having a new lease on
Another daughter, Chynna, was life," Phillips said at the time of the
a member of the pop group Wilson transplant, which came six months
Phillips with two daughters of after he stopped drinking. He said
Beach Boys singer Brian Wilson. A
he had weaned himself from drugs
third daughter, Bijou, gained fame in a rehabilitation clinic after a
as a teen model in the 1990s and is
1980 arrest.
also an actress.
He is survived by his wife, three
Phillips was married four times:
daughters, two sons and two stepto Susan Phillips, Michelle Phillips,
actress Genevieve Waite and to his daughters.
Funeral arrangements were
wife at the time of his death, Farpending
Sunday.
naz, to whom he'd been married for

Sibling saved by translation
HAMMOND, Ind. (AP)
Police say a bilingual Ii-year-old
helped save his young brother's
life when he calmly listened to
an emergency dispatcher's instructions for performing CPR, then
translated for his Spanish-speaking mother.
Daniel Tinajero said he knew
it was important to stay calm and
listen to the dispatcher.
"If I didn't remain calm, I
couldn't translate everything,"
Daniel said. "I learned how to use
911 in school. ... They told us
that in cases of emergency to stay
calm."
Jose Tinajero Jr. had been sick
with a fever the night of Feb. 14.
Shortly after 5 p.m., Theresa Tinajero noticed he had stopped breathing and she began to panic. She
speaks little English and had to
rely on Daniel for help.
Daniel dialed 911, told the dispatcher what was wrong, and then
talked his mother through CPR
with the dispatcher's help. The 20month-old brother began breathing shortly before paramedics
arrived.
Officer Chris Matonovich, a
Hammond police spokesman, said
the department plans to honor
Daniel, though the details had not
yet been worked out.

Read All About 9t
by Susan 3ineman
Young Hero Saves Life
Using the newspaper story, find
the 10 vocabulary words, and circle them in the article. Use the
context of the story to help you
figure out the meaning of each
vocabulary word. Then write the
number of each word next to its
correct meaning. Use a dictionary
to check your answers.
I) bilingual
2) dispatcher
3) performing
4) paramedics
5) instructions
6) translate
7) panic
8) fever
9) rely
10) cases
a. change into another language
b. situations; instances
c. directions
d. depend
- e. able to use two

Local students recently participated in the fifth annual Western Kentucky Technical Challenge
at Murray State University.

Calloway students compete
High school students from Calloway County competed in the fifth
annual Western Kentucky Technical Challenge held at Murray State
University.
The 2001 Western Kentucky
Technical Challenge was one of the
largest the region has seen. Students came from as far away as
Boyle County and southeast Missouri to compete. Students who
performed well in the competition
will have the opportunity to travel
to Louisville to compete on the
state level.
The event matched high school
and middle school students against
one another in various competitions. Computer aided drafting
(CAD), technology trivia and the
flight challenge were a few of the
many contests available.
The flight challenge, for example, gave the students an opportunity to build a rubber band-powered airplane out of scratch. The
planes were then judged by their
design and the time they stayed airborne.

languages
f. feel frightened
g. person who calls
for medical help
h. body temperature
higher than normal
i. carrying out; doing
j. people trained to
give first aid
FIRST-AID LESSON
What kind of instructions might
the emergency dispatcher have
given to Daniel Tinajero? To find
out, first look in an encyclopedia
for information on how CPR is
performed. Then write down stepby-step directions for carrying out
this lifesaving technique. Put each
part of the first-aid procedure in
a separate, easy-to-understand sentence. By the way, how would
you honor Daniel?

Mrs. Frances L. Castleman
Mrs. Frances Lucille Castleman, 89, Riley Court, Murray, died Saturday. March 17, 2001, at 8:10 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was married in 1950 to David Castleman who died in 1996. Born
Jan. 20, 1912, in Fulton County, Ark., she was the daughter of the late
Earl Hale and Lula Holland Hale.
Mrs. Castleman was a member of Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Survivors include one daughter, Ms. Cynthia Castleman and friend,
Ron Ward, Buchanan. Tenn.; one stepdaughter, Mrs. Barbara Sherrdan
and husband, Don, Commerce, Mich.; two stepsons, James Castleman and
wife, Ada, Wyandotte, Mich., and William Castleman and wife, Edna,
Lincoln Park, Mich.; two grandchildren, Cone Humphries and husband,
James, Paris, Tenn., and David Stutesman, New Concord; one greatgrandchild, Megan Humphries, Paris, Tenn.; 11 stepgrandchildren; 19
stepgreat-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. John Dale will officiate. Burial will follow in Friendship
Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Monday.

KISS YOUR CABLE GOODBYE!
cu2

Garbo bust comes home
STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP)
- A bronze bust of film legend
Greta Garbo finally found a home
Sunday on the block where she
was born.
In the mid-1990s, a local householders' association commissioned
a bronze bust from Swedish artist
Jan-Erik Bjoerk and put it in the
southern part of the capital. But
the city's art council ruled that
the bust did not look like the

Swedish actress and ordered it taken
down.
A new bust was done by German artist Julia Eble, but the an
council again rejected the likeness
and banned it from city property.
So the association appealed to the
private sector, finally donating the
bust to a private real estate company that put it on the facade of
its building in southern Stockholm
"As this is a private building,
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Ford - MCHS
• Flight Endurance: Jeremy
Binkley - Crittenden County High
School
• Promotional Graphics Jennifer
Ipock - Webster County High
School
• Tech Bowl: Team Webster WCHS
• Transportation Modeling: Matt
Bailey - Lyon County High School

EATHS

Answer Key:
a)6, b)10, c)5, d)9, e)I, f)7,
g)2, h)8, i)3, j)4.

the an council has no say," association spokesman Rune Sahlstroem
said.
Garbo, who fiercely guarded
her privacy, starred in 1920s and
'30s classics like "Flesh and the
Devil," "Mata Hari" and "Anna
Karenina." She died in New York
City in 1990 at age 84.

The Tech Bowl, which seemed
to be favored by most of the students, could be best described as
team jeopardy. The Tech Bowl
gave students the opportunity to
show off their tremendous knowledge of technical innovations.
First place winners were:
• Film Technology: Eric Christenson - Murray High School
• Extemporaneous Speaking:
Joel Smith - Calloway County High
School
• Dragster Design: Russell
Sweatman - CCHS
• Manufacturing Prototype: Bailey Barnett - CCHS
• Computer Aided Drafting:
Josh Dunigan - Marshall County
High School
• Cyber Pursuit: Brian Cloud MCHS
• Desktop Publishing: Stacy
Burkeen - MCHS
• Imaging Technology: Laura
Woods - MCHS
• Problem Solving: Michelle
Loveridge, Eric Lester - MCHS
• Technical Sketching: Jacob

Come Visit Our
New Location!

210 S. 12th St.
Vicki Oliver
Hearing Instrument Specialist

Call Today
(270) 753-8055
Outside Murray 1-800-949-5728

STONE-LANG CO_
HEARING REHABILITATION
210 South 12th St_ • Murray
"SINCE 1876 - A NAME YOU CAN TRUST"

SIPC
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Historic Preservation Week
essay competition planned
To celebrate Preservation Week
May 13-19, the Kentucky Heritage Council and Preservation Kentucky Inc. has announced the
"Restore, Renew, Rediscover Your
Historic Neighborhood Schools"
photo-essay competition for all
Kentucky school students, including private and home schools.
The Kentucky Heritage Council is the state historic preservation office and Preservation Kentucky Inc. is the statewide, nonprofit preservation office.
Interested students should photograph or sketch a historic building, site, or structure in their community, then write an essay describing the historic resource and
explaining the significance and the
importance of protecting the historic resource.
David L. Morgan, executive
director of the council and the
state preservation officer said "we
are excited about the photo essay
contest again this year. It is a

great opportunity to stimulate interest in historic preservation for
Kentucky students; because the
students choose sites in their own
communities they wish to see preserved, it becomes more personal
and valuable to them."
First, second and third place
essay winners will be selected
from three categories: Primary, 1st
- 5th grades; Intermediate, 6th to
8th grades; and Secondary, 9th to
12th grades.
Photo-essay winners will receive
cash awards and other prizes. All
will
participants
competition
receive a certificate of recognition. Award presentations will be
made during a Preservation Week
Celebration in May 2001.
To request a free application
and receive competition guidelines,
contact the Kentucky Heritage
Council at 1-502-564-7005. All
essays must be postmarked no later
than March 31, 2001.

Miss American Coed
Pageant scheduled
The 18th annual Miss Kentucky
American Coed Pageant will be
June 30 to July 3 at Hyatt Regency
Hotel, Lexington.
Six divisions of the pageant are
Coed (18-20), Teen (16-17), Junior
teen (13-15). Preteen (10-12,
Sweetheart (7-9). and Princess (36).
The winner for each age division will receive a cash award of
$1,000. official crown, banner and
trophy.
Judging will be based on scholastic achievements, inner beauty,
poise, appearance, and an "AllAmerican" spirit for school. •
A $500 scholarship applied to
the school of choice will be given

to one lady from each age group.
Cash awards and plaques will also
be presented in several separate
optional contests such as academic achievement, volunteer service,
talent, photogenic and spokesmodel.
Winners of each division will
represent Kentucky at the national program in Orlando, Fla., which
includes a trip for two to Disneyworld.
Girls interested in applying for
the year 2001 Miss Kentucky American Coed Pageant should contact
Jeff and Rebecca Chilton, state
directors, 5925 Portie Rd., Vidor,
TX 77662 or call 1-409-681-9800.

.
Curves
for women
"30 minute fitness &
wt. loss ctrs."
offering...
•Quickfit •a complete
workout
designed for women that
only
takes 30 minutes!
*On-site weight loss
guidance
'Comfortable, caring
environment
'Fast •Fun
'Effective Fitness!

'I've lost
27 inches.
27 pounds
(Ind

kept it offfor
2 years.
Physical
fitness in only
30 minutes a
day.Let 30 minute fitness help you
acquire the habit of exercise
Call or stop by today

759-3400

Join Now

60% Off

1608 Hwy. 121 North
Murray, KY

service fee

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Another special way in which the public can help a local
group is the giving of aluminum cans in an ongoing project of
WATCH (work activities training center for the handicapped)
at 702 Main St., Murray.
These cans can be left at the center 24 hours a day by
depositing them in the cotton wagon in the parking lot. This
is just another activity the clients at WATCH can participate.

Extension Council tonight
Calloway County Extension Council] will meet tonight (Monday)
at 7 p.m. at the West Kentucky Exposition Center.

Park Support Group to meet
Support our Park Group will meet Tuesday at 5 p.m. in the
annex of the Calloway County Public Library.
GARDEN MEET1NG...Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club had its Chinese Bingo and Dessert on March
1 at the club house. Hostesses were, from left, Myrtle Douglas, Paula Crouse and Cindy Dunn. The department's next
meeting will be April 5.

BIRTHS
Brendon Whayne Russell
Mr. ad Mrs. Mark Whayne Russell of Russell Drive, Murray, are
the parents of a son, Brendon Whayne Russell, born on Thursday,
March 8, 2001, at 9:17 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds 13 ounces and measured 20 1/4
inches. The mother is the former LaVonda Burkeen. A sister is Brittney Dawn Russell.
Grandparents are Wesley and Teddy Russell and Jimmie and Patricia Burkeen, all of Murray.

Kenlake Ladies Golf
League lists winners
Ten of the Kenlake Ladies Golf
League played golf March 14 at
the Kenlake State Park Resort Golf
Course.
The ladies celebrated St.
Patrick's Day with each one being
given two mulligans and gimmie
putts (within the leather) on all
greens.
Bobbe Manning and Mary Madajczyk teamed up to come in with

a low score of 37 for nine holes.
Other members playing were
Susan Thetford, Freda Elkins, Joan
Griesemer, Betty Cardwell, Daisy
Durham, Ina Horton, Joan Clements
and Dotty Elliott.
The ladies golf league tees off
each Wednesday at 10 a.m. Any
one interested in joining these
ladies, call Dotty Elliott at 1-270354-6977

Power wheelchairs
available to seniors
The Senior Wheels USA Program makes available power (electric) wheelchairs to senior citizens
(65 years old and up) and other
permanently disabled, at no out
of pocket cost, if they qualify.
The power wheelchairs are provided to those who are in a wheelchair (can not walk), and can not

self-propel a manual wheelchair.
and who meet the additional guidelines of the program.
If your need is for use in your
home, call for more information
on the additional qualifications. Persons may call toll free, Tom Thurlow at 1-800-360-8765.

Hornback named to list
Michael D. Hornback of Murray has been named to the dean's
honor roll for the fall semester of
the 2000-2001 academic year at
the University of Arkansas School,
of Law at Fayetteville.
Hornback is a second year law

student at the university.
To be named to the honor list.
a student must have earned a grade
point average of 3.0 or above on
a scale of 4.0 on 12 hours or
more for the semester.

•offrr haw,on first •Isil nnroltment & 000 12 mo id preinnen

A SIX-WEEK COURSE DESIGNED To
SHOW You How To MAXIMIZE YOUR
INVESTING POTENTIAL.

Tax time is a great time to think about a

State Farm Individual
Retirement An
See me, your
good neighbor agent
for details about a
State Farm IRA funded
by a deferred annuity.
Mark Lewis
305 North 12th Street

Murray, KY
270-753-9627

State

State F11111711 Is there tor Me.*
Farm I.ulr Innuran. e(Ornpan% • Home( lit,.r. Filoommizt,

statefarm.comna

Taught by Betty Boston, VP, Certified Financial
Planner Practitioner and Financial Consultant and
Tom Ewing, Financial Consultant with the
Murray office of Hilliard Lyons.

Memorial service Wednesday
Members of Fort Heiman Camp #1834 of Sons of Confederate
Veterans, J.N. Williams Chapter #805 of United Daughters of the
Confederacy and re-enactors of the Third and Seventh Kentucky
will conduct a memorial service for Col. A.P. Thompson, Calloway
County Confederate soldier, on Wednesday at 5 p.m. at his grave
site in Bowman Cemetery, located off North Fourth Street, Murray. The public is invited, for information contact Greg Miller at
753-3742.

North PTA plans skate night
North Elementary School PTA will sponsor a "Skate Night" on
Tuesday from 6 to 8 p.m. at Circus Skating of Murray.

Music Department will meet
Music Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the club house. Margery Shown and Jim Frank
will present the program. The 2001 fundraiser for the awards contests will be an evening of choral music presented by the Music
Club Chorus on May 18 in the performing arts hall at Murray
State University.

Singles (SOS) will meet Tuesday
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet Tuesday at 7
p.m. at Calloway Inn, former Holiday Inn. This will be calendar
planning night. The SOS is for all singles whether divorced, widowed or never married. For information call Barbara at 436-5032,
Jackie at 1-270-247-7754 or Wendell at 759-0625.

Hospital retirees will meet
Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will meet Tuesday at 11 a.m. for lunch at Dutch Essenhaus.
For more information call Nancy McClure at 492-8640 or Lottie
Brandon at 753-3517.

Oaks ladies plan event
Ladies of the Oaks Country Club will play Bridge on Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. Hostess will be Murrelle Walker, phone 753-4517.

CCHS Choir event tonight
Calloway County High School Choir Boosters Club will have a
dessert cabaret tonight (Monday) at 7 p.m. at the school. The cost
will be $3 per person. Funds will go to for trips and concerts by
the choir. The public is urged to attend.

Masonic Lodge will meet
Murray Lodge No. 105 I•ree and Accepted Masons will meet
Monday at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Temple, Highway 121 North
at Robertson Road North.

Quilt Lovers will meet
Quilt Lovers of Murray will have its yearly business meeting
for members only on Tuesday at 6 p.m. in the meeting room of
Calloway County Public Library.

West View plans events
Special activities for residents of West View Nursing Home on
Tuesday include Small Group at 9 a.m. and 2:30 p.m., Coffee
Hour at 10 a.m., Bingo at 2 p.m. and MSU Time at 6:30 p.m.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer
blood pressure checks, pulse and osteoporosis screenings on Tuesday from 9 to 11:30 a.m. at Uncle Joe's at Dover, Tenn.. and from
I to -] p.m. at Bob's Corner, New Concord.

MHS banquet scheduled
Murray High School Basketball Banquet will be April 8 at I
p.m. in the Murray State University Curris Center ballroom. All
tickets will be $10 each and must be purchased before April 3.
No tickets will be sold at the door. For ticket information call
Donna Cathey at 753-1982 or Krista Thompson at 753-6277.

'404•914444044
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Ventura still popular with voters
ST. PAUL, Minn.(AP) — Gov.
Jesse Ventura's speech welcoming
northern Minnesotans to the Capitol was to be a highlight of the
Duluth Days celebration, an annual trip to St. Paul to put a friendly face on the state's third-largest
city.
Instead, it blew up in a cantankerous debate when an audience member asked whether Ventura would consider expanding his
budget to include more money for
education.
"I will be open to it, but then
you will have to be open to taking it out of somewhere else,"
OUTSTANDING STUDENT...John Miller was recently named
snapped Ventura, already raw from
Student of the Week. Pictured with Miller are Clayton Burdays of budget criticism.
gess, a resentative from Century 21 Loretta Jobs Realtors;
When the man pointed out that
Kristine Provine, who teaches sixth grade science at Callothe state had a massive budget
surplus, Ventura launched a lecway County Midle School; and Cloyd Bumgardner, principal
ture: Budget surpluses are created
School.
Middle
County
Calloway
at
by overtaxation, he said. When
another crowd member shook his
head, Ventura grew angrier.
"You can shake your head all
you want, I'm telling you facts,"
he growled.
In many ways, Minnesota's governor in 2001 is the same defiant
outsider who crashed state govMurray State University's Cen- students an effective and afford- ernment with his stunning elecfor the
ter for Continuing Education is able approach to preparing
tion in 1998. Despite his numeroffering a seminar to help high test. Course topics include test- ous moneymaking outside jobs and
skills.
school students prepare for the ACT. taking strategies and study
seminar
is his confrontational style, Ventura
the
for
price
The
begin
will
The three-hour class
maintains a high approval rating.
packet.
study
a
at 9 a.m., March 31 and will meet $25 and includes
A recent poll indicated that
currently being
in Room 106 of Faculty Hall on Registrations are
while
half of Minnesotans think
taken. Space is limited. For more
the Murray State campus.
Ventura's role as an analyst for
contact
register,
or
to
Many high school juniors and information
Continuing Educa- the new XFL football league is inapseniors will be preparing themselves the Center for
propriate, 55 percent of those surtion at (270) 762-3662 or 1-800for the April 7 ACT.
veyed believe he is doing a good
This seminar is designed to give 669-7654.
to excellent job as governor. Twenty-eight percent rated him as fair.
"He's doing his job in politics
and he's doing his job here," said
Jesse Luna, a 29-year-old construction worker, while watching
a recent XFL game at a Mall of
America bar.
Former congressman Tim Penny
SARANAC LAKE, N.Y. (AP) officials required its staff to write said he's not surprised by such
— A surgeon who mistakenly oper- the word "Yes" on any limb that
ated on a man's healthy hip five was supposed to be operated on.
For Monday's surgery,"Yes" was
years ago has performed surgery
on another patient's healthy knee, correctly marked on the patient's
even though the leg intended for problem knee, but DuMond operated on the other one anyway, said
surgery was marked "Yes."
AMC Public Relations Director
As a result, Dr. Craig DuMond
Breen Randall.
Cheryl
will no longer practice at the
hosCenter,
Medical
Adirondack
For all future limb surgeries, hos
pital president and CEO Chandler pital staff will also be required to
Ralph told the Adirondack Daily pull a red hockey sock over the
Enterprise. DuMond also relin- wrong arm or leg, and write the
quished his title as president of word "No" underneath.
AMC's medical staff and terminated
The hospital notified state reghis private practice in Saranac ulatory agencies. Ralph said.
Lake.
In a letter issued Friday, DuMond
The patient in the 1996 opersaid he was embarrassed and ation filed a lawsuit that was setanguished by the incident.
tled out of court. Terms of that
After a 1996 operation, in which settlement and of a state-approved
DuMond mistakenly pinned an eld- disciplinary action were confidenerly patient's wrong hip. AMC tial.

ACT preparatory
class starts soon

Doctor operates
on wrong limb

reactions.
"Unlike most politicians, he's
given a lot more flexibility by
voters," said Penny, one of Ventura's closest advisers. "He benefits from his celebrity status."
Ventura has angered some legislators and voters with some of
his personal activities — a Playboy interview in which he called
religion a crutch for the weakminded,for instance, and book tours
with state-paid security. But he
also has shown a commitment to
changing the way state government operates.
His budget proposes bold tax
reform. Ventura wants to cut property, sales and income tax rates
and shift most elementary and secondary education costs from local
property taxes to the state, while
extending the sales tax to many
services that aren't now taxed,
such as haircuts.
Fiscal policy experts nationally
credit Ventura for tackling such a
sweeping initiative. Within the state,
however, he faces plenty of opposition from people who think his
budget is stingy and puts tax cuts
ahead of important needs such as
higher education.
Ventura's history suggests he is
likely to veto any spending above
the figure he set. During his two
years in office, he's already seen
six vetoes overridden — by far
the most of any governor dating
to 1939, when such statistics were
first compiled.
"I wear it like a badge of
honor," he growled.
But perhaps in spite of himself, Ventura seems to be growing into the job.
In the past few months, he has
tried not to stray far from his prepared remarks, a practice that had
routinely gotten him into trouble.
He also has made regular rounds
to lawmakers' offices to promote
his budget proposal, something he

didn't do for his first two-year
plan.
Sen. Linda Scheid got a taste
of Ventura's charm when he
dropped by her office. When Ventura learned that Scheid had recently toured a local policy academy,
including the shooting range, he
joked that he didn't think Democrats did any shooting. Then he
took a few minutes to show her
how to improve her shot.
Though the two don't agree on
some policy and fiscal issues,
Scheid said she was impressed
with Ventura's grasp of the issues.
"He understands what it is he is
suggesting," she said.
Part of Ventura's success so far
can be attributed to his staff's loyalty, which he returns.
"It's no different than when I
coach a high school football team,"
Ventura said in a recent interview.
"I always tell them, 'Guys, I will
never punish you for losing, but
if you quit, you will feel my wrath
beyond belief."
Ventura's testy relationship with
the news media flared up in February when he issued Capitol
reporters an oversize media credential bearing a full-body picture
of the governor, pointing Uncle
Sam-style at the camera and designating the wearer as an "Official Jackal."
After a few days, Ventura
rescinded a requirement to wear
the credential, but not without a

bitter shot. "You'd think I ordered
the murder of their first-born," he
said.
Ventura blames media criticism
for the XFL's tanking ratings, saying the media deemed the league
second-rate when the games didn't turn out to be "football players hitting each other over the
heads with chairs."
Whether Ventura seeks another
term in 2002 might depend in part
on what his other offers are.
Since taking office, he's had
two major book deals, wrestling
cameos, and a soap opera appearance, and a Broadway musical is
in the works. Some experts have
predicted that by the time the XFL
season ends in April, Ventura will
have earned between $1.5 million
and $2.9 million in outside income
while governor.
That activity has angered some
lawmakers. At least two bills in
the Legislature would keep constitutional officers from taking outside jobs for pay or require them
to reveal how much they're getting — something Ventura has
refused to do.
In a testament to his popularity and commanding name recognition — and his own bravado —
Ventura recently announced that if
he did run again for governor, he
wouldn't raise or spend a dollar
to fund his campaign. He later
backed off that to say he wouldn't actively seek money.
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NKU set to drop
out-of-state tuition

HIGHLAND HEIGHTS, Ky.
I AP) — Northern Kentucky University is cutting tuition for outof-state juniors and seniors to
match that of in-state residents.
Effective the 2001-02 school
year, eligible students will pay
$2,460 a year. That is less than
half of NKU's out-of-state undergraduate tuition of $6,708. Eligible students also would receive
liberal credit for courses taken
elsewhere, easing a problem common in transfers.

Gregory Stewart, associate vice
president for enrollment management, said NKU's wants to attract
the more than 100,000 Ohio and
Indiana residents within commuting distance who have at least two
years of college and might complete a four-year degree.
NKU hopes this will attract 100
students a year. The non-resident
tuition offer is part of NKU's larg
er effort to add 1,000 students by
the 2004-05 school year. Stewart
said.
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EIU sweeps weekend series
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Ohio Valley Conference foe Eastern Illinois completed a three-game
weekend sweep of Murray State
on Sunday, claiming a 9-3 decision over the Thoroughbreds at Reagan Field.
Murray State (11- 10- 1) grabbed
a 1-0 lead in the bottom of the
second inning on three straight
hits. The run scored when shortstop Mike Voyles was hit by a
pitch with the bases loaded.
However, the 'Breds' advantage
was short-lived as Eastern Illinois
(5-10) took the
lead for good
with
two
unearned runs in
the top of the
fifth.
The
runs
were a result of
two hits and one
error.
MSU
Catcher
Tim
Aurrichio
scored the first run on an infield
miscue. The second run crossed
the plate on a sacrifice bunt by
right fielder Ben Duke.
The Murray defense broke down
again an inning later as the Panthers broke open the game with a
six-run sixth. The runs scored on
five E1U hits and two MSU errors.
Third baseman Chris Martin picked
up the big hit with a two-run single.
The 'Breds scored single runs
in the seventh and ninth innings
on a pair of base hits from Billy
Moore and Josh Ridgway, respectively. However, it wasn't enough
to overcome the Panthers' big lead.

MIKE OHSTROM Ledger & Times photo
GOTCHA!...Murray State second baseman Todd Satterfield is tagged out at the plate by
Eastern Illinois catcher Tim Aurrichio (32) during the fourth inning of the 'Breds' 9-4 loss
Saturday at Reagan Field.
Mike Noonan (0-3) took the
loss for MSU, allowing two earned
runs on five hits in 5 1-3 innings
pitched. Jesse Rhoades and Rick
McCarty pitched in relief for the
'Breds.
Moore and third baseman Ronnie Seets led the MSU offense

with a pair of hits apiece. Sects
scored two of the 'Breds' three
runs.
Mike Ziroli (1-2) earned the
mound win for EIU, striking out
six and allowing just two runs in
6 1-3 innings of work.
On Saturday, EIU claimed a

doubleheader sweep of the 'Breds
— winning the opener 2-1 and
coasting to an easy 9-4 victory in
the nightcap.
In Game 1, the Panthers spoiled
junior right-hander Aaron Russelburg's no-hit attempt with a leadoff single by Duke in the top of

the seventh inning.
Russelburg (3-2) lost the game
one batter later when Martin homered to right, giving EIU a 2-1
advantage. It would be the only
two hits the Panthers got in the
contest, but enough to overcome
the 'Breds.
Murray's final chance came in
the bottom of the seventh as second baseman Todd Satterfield was
hit by a pitch. But he was stranded at first base as EIU retired the
next three batters to end the game.
Scott Metz (2-1) was the winning pitcher, giving up just one
run on five hits and striking out
three in the full seven innings.
Russelburg took the hard-luck
loss, allowing the two hits while
striking out four in six innings of
work.
Designated hitter Zach Bidwell
led the 'Breds' offense with a 2for-3 performance at the plate.
The Panthers completed the doubleheader sweep by jumping out
to a 2-0 lead after the first inning
and holding leads of 5-2 and 8-3
before closing out the five-run victory.
Preston Hesley (1-2) took the
mound loss for Murray, allowing
eight runs on eight hits, striking
out three and walking two in 4
1-3 innings.
Pete Martin (1-2) earned the
victory, allowing just three earned
runs in six innings. He struck out
three and walked three while giving up eight MSU hits.
Moore went 3-for-3 to lead the
'Breds' hitting attack. Five others
added a hit each for MSU, with
Zach Bidwell providing the 'Breds'
third home run of the season.

Penn State, Temple
oust region favorites
By The Associated Press
A month ago, North Carolina
was ranked No. 1, riding an 18game winning streak and looking
like a fair bet to make the Final
Four for the second straight year.
Then it all fell apart for the
Tar Heels.
UNC, seeded second in the
South, completed a stunning collapse by losing to No. 7 Penn
State 82-74 Sunday in New Orleans
in the second round of the NCAA
tournament.
"It stings pretty good. The finality of it — it hurts," first-year
coach Matt Doherty said."Any team
that's ranked No. 1 at some point
in the year has a chance to do
special things. Things just didn't
click for us at the end."
The team that beat North Carolina in the national semifinals a
year ago. Florida, also was eliminated Sunday on the same court.
The No. 3 Gators were beaten by
No. 11 Temple 75-54.
Penn State. in the round of 16
for the first time since 1955, plays
Temple in Atlanta on Friday.
Top-seeded Michigan State,
which defeated Florida in the 2000
NCAA title game, and No. 12
Gonzaga also advanced in the

South.
In Memphis, Tenn., Michigan
State beat No. 9 Fresno State 8165. while Gonzaga topped No. 13
Indiana State 85-68 to get to the
regional semifinals for the third year
in a row.
The Midwest held to form Sunday, with the top four seeds —
Illinois, Arizona. Mississippi and
Kansas — heading to San Antonio for Friday's semifinals.
In New Orleans, Titus Ivory,
Joe Crispin and Gyasi Cline-Heard
combined for 61 points for Penn
State, which was outshot 47 percent to 44 percent and outrebounded
44-33. But the Nittany Lions had
half as many turnovers as the Tar
Heels.
UNC has made 27 straight
NCAA tourney appearances, won
three national championships and
produced such stars as Michael
Jordan, James Worthy and Vince
Carter. Penn State, by contrast.
has made just three NCAA appearances in the past 35 years.
"It was a frustrating game,"
Doherty said. "They had 28 points
off turnovers and that hurt. I don't
know if I'll ever watch the tape.
You can't turn the ball over 22
times and expect to win the game."

His team's first sign of trouble
came Feb. 18, in a 75-65 loss to
Clemson. The Tar Heels wound
up losing four of their last eight
games before the NCAA tournament.
Temple, meanwhile, used its
trademark matchup zone defense
to shut down Florida's up-tempo
shooters and shut off passing lanes.
With six minutes left, the Gators
had managed only 13 baskets and
had committed 11 turnovers.
"We've been walking a tight wire
for the last 4-to-5 weeks," Temple coach John Chaney said.
In the Midwest, No. 3 Mississippi edged Notre Dame 59-56 in
Kansas City, Mo., to get past the
second round for the first time in
school history, but the other three
game were lopsided. Ole Miss next
faces second-seeded Arizona, which
beat Butler 73-52.
In Dayton, Ohio, No. 1 Illinois
beat Charlotte 79-61 to set up a
game against No. 4 Kansas. which
defeated Syracuse 87-58.
In Saturday's action, Duke, Kentucky, UCLA and Southern California made it to the round of 16
in the East, while Stanford, Maryland, Cincinnati and Georgetown
won in the West.

UPSET CITY...Joe Crispin's 21 points helped No. 7 seed
Penn State shock No. 2 seed North Carolina 82-74 Sunday
in the South Region of the NCAA Tournament.

Tiger ends slump, wins first tournament of year
ORLANDO, Ha. (AP) — All
year long, Tiger Woods has said
that even the best player in the
world needs a few good bounces
to win.
He finally got them Sunday in

the Bay Hill Invitational and, along
with some of his old magic. put
to rest all this babble about his
so-called slump.
In a dramatic duel with Phil
Mickelson. Woods was spared

Nobody Can Protect Your

HOME
any better than we can!

another disaster when his tee shot
hit a spectator in the neck and stayed
in bounds on the 18th hole. Then,
he hit a 5-iron off a dead patch
of trampled grass into 15 feet for
birdie and a one-stroke victory.
It this was Dubai, the ball would
have gone in the water.
If this was San Diego, the putt
would have stayed out of the hole.
Instead, it was a joyful journey down memory lane for Woods,
a winner for the first time this

year and on a roll as he makes
his way to the Masters.
"It's always nice to win," said
Woods, who made three birdies
on the final five holes to close
with a 3-under 69 on a cool.
cloudy day at Bay Hill. "Today
was very satisfying, the fact that
it wasn't a pretty round of golf,
but I got the ball in the hole."
Woods. who finished at 273.
became only the second player to
repeat as champion at Arnold

Look to us for quality Home Insurance coverage, low rates,
attractive discounts and fast, fair claims servicv
Call us today!

Ea WE WEN MC

Haverstock
—and
Suitor

WESTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY

Van Haverstock

Insurance Agency

1 I
State Auto
frsounencs

211 S. 12th St.
Murray, KY

Tuesday, March 20 at 2 p.m.
753-3415

Reagan Field MSU

Palmer's tournament. More importantly, he won for the first time
in seven starts this year. the longest
he has ever gone at the start of
a season without winning.
Woods won for the 25th time
on the PGA Tour in just 96 starts.
Better yet, he probably won't hear
any more questions about a slump
for a while.
"I guess if I don't win nest
week, I don't know if it's a slump
or not," he said.

CALL

MURDERS
OF MURRAY AND
CAL LOWAY COUNTY INC.

(270)753-9500
Th.-. :hi
ttv
Kentucky Fawn fiureau Insurance Srrvw

Trojans
not in
familiar
position
UNIONDALE, N.Y.(AP) —
Southern California is in unfamiliar territory in the NCAA
tournament. But playing this late
in the season is nothing new
for Kentucky, the Trojans' next
opponent.
After hanging on to beat
Boston College in the East
Regional on Saturday night,
USC advanced past the second round for the first time since
1954, when it reached the Final
Four.
"You have to go into these
games like there's no tomorrow," USC coach Henry Bibby
said. "This is the ultimate of
college basketball — making
it to the Sweet 16."
Southern California (23-9)
will play Kentucky (24-9) in
the regional semifinal in
Philadelphia on Thursday. Duke
(31-4) and UCLA (23-8) will
play in the other game.
The Trojans cruised to a 6954 victory over Oklahoma State
in the first round, but had to
get a clutch performance from
a backup point guard and a
little luck to beat Boston College 74-71.
Robert Hutchinson, a sophomore, came in when starter
Brandon Granville fouled out
with seven minutes left.
Hutchinson didn't let two
quick turnovers shatter his confidence. He coolly hit 5-of-6
free throws in the last 1:17,
and Boston College blew an
opportunity at a tying shot in
the closing seconds as USC
advanced.
-1 thought
to
myself
that I've got
to step up
and lead the
team to the
Sweet 16,"
said Hutchinson, a transfer
from
OkaloosaSMITH
Walton College in Florida. "I was nervous, but I kind of expected that."
USC has made the NCAA
tournament 11 times, but last
made it to the Sweet 16 in
1961. The Trojans, who have
won five in a row and six of
their last seven, are playing
well and fully expect to keep
advancing through the tournament.
"This team is very focused
right now," Bibby said. "I feel
that we have momentum and
are peaking at the right time."
The Trojans. who won 20
games for the first time since
1992. have used a combination of athleticism and height
to be successful. USC outrehounded Boston College 4125 and Oklahoma State 45-36.
And the Trojans know about
offense, with all five starters
— forwards Sam Clancy and
David Bluthenthal. guards Jeff
Trepagnier
and
Brandon
Granville, and center Brian
Scalabrine — capable of scoring 20 points.
"It's a combination ot a lot
of things with this team,"
Granville said. "We have all
the confidence in the world
that we can win together."
But the Trojans' opponent
is also playing some of its best
basketball.
The Wildcats, who started the
season 3-5. have won five
straight and 14 of their last
16. Kentucky is also a confident group.
The Wildcats hold a record
42 NCAA tournament appearances

TACO JOHN'S
2 Crispy Tacos for
C
Every Tuesday

MURRAY

Cards' Ankiel
still struggling
JUPITER, Fla. (AP) — The St.
Louis Cardinals are committed to
Rick Ankiel. At least for another
start.
Ankiel, who threw nine wild
pitches in four postseason innings
last fall, walked eight Sunday in
less than two innings against the
Florida Marlins.
The 21-year-old left-hander
threw 66 pitches — 36 balls —
in 1 1-3 innings. He allowed one
hit and six earned runs. He also
struck out three.
"There isn't a whole lot to say,"
manager Tony La Russa said. "It's
a work in progress. He had a
tough day. It's like a hitter who
struggles one day. You keep going
to work and get it right. It's something he's working through."
Ankiel will pitch again either
Friday against Baltimore or Saturday against the New York Mets.
Getting back on the mound is the
only way the Cardinals figure he
will be able to work things out.
"It's inevitable that's he's going
to have to go through it," pitching coach Dave Duncan said. "And
he'll have to go through it again
and again probably. But by going
through those situations, you learn

how to deal with them.
"It's not fun for him; it's not
fun for us. It's not fun for anybody except maybe people that want
Rick to fail. But we'll get through
it."
Ankiel was brilliant in his spring
debut last week, throwing 22 of
29 pitches for strikes over two
scoreless innings. His second public start was a different story.
Ankiel threw just one wild pitch
but struggled to locate the strike
zone. He walked the first five batters, three on full counts, before
turning to a good curveball that
helped him get out of the inning.
He got B.J. Waszgis to pop
out, then struck out Ryan McGuire
and Andy Fox.
It looked like Ankiel might be
settling down, but four of his first
six warmup pitches sailed past
catcher Mike Matheny and hit the
backstop, prompting Matheny to
take a trip to the mound.
Ankiel walked the first two batters of the second inning, then
struck out Rich Becker with another sharp curveball. But after Chad
Mottola singled, Ankiel walked
Kevin Millar on his final pitch of
the day.
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NCAA MEN'S BASKETBALL TOURNAMENT
EAST REGIONAL
At First Union Center
Philadelphia
Regional Semifinals
Thursday
Kentucky (24-9) vs Southern California (239), 6:38 p.m.
Duke (31-4) vs UCLA (23-8), 25 minutes
after previous game
Regional Championship •
Saturday
Semifinal winners
WEST REGIONAL
At Arrowhead Pond
Anaheim, Calif.
Regional Semifinals
Thursday
Georgetown (25-7) vs Maryland (23-10),
6.55 p.m.
Stanford (30-2) vs. Cincinnati (25-9), 25
minutes after previous game
Regional Championship
Saturday
Semifinal winners
SOUTH REGIONAL
At The Georgia Dome
Atlanta

WILD THING...St. Louis Cardinals pitcher Rick Ankiel struck
out three Florida Marlins but allowed six earned runs on
just one hit in 1 1-3 innings Sunday during a spring training game in Jupiter, Fla.

Regional Semifinals
Friday
Michigan State (26-4) vs Gonzaga (26-6)
Penn State (21-11) vs. Temple (23-12)
Regional Championship
Sunday
Semifinal winners
MIDWEST REGIONAL
At The Alamodome
San Antonio
Regional Semifinals
Friday
Illinois (26-7) vs Kansas (26-6)
Arizona (25-7) vs. Mississippi (27-7)
Regional Championship
Sunday
Semifinal winners
THE FINAL FOUR
At The Metrodome
Minneapolis
National Semifinals
March 31
East champion vs West champion
South champion vs Midwest champion
National Championship
April 2
Semifinal winners

Got Scores? Call 753-1916

Duke, UCLA to clash SPRING SALE
GREENSBORO, N.C. (AP) -UCLA isn't interested in hearing
about Duke's tradition. The Bruins have some of their own and
are eager to remind the Blue Devils of it.
With a win over Utah State in
the NCAA tournament, UCLA
advanced to the round of 16 for
the third consecutive year. The
Bruins (23-8) earned a date with
top-seeded Duke, a team they've
grown weary of hearing about.
"Duke's like any other team to
me — they're great, they have a
lot of tradition. But you don't go
to UCLA and say, 'I want to play
Duke really bad,— guard Earl Watson said.
"We're UCLA ... we carry a legacy," he said. "Not only do we
have to face them, but they have
to face us. It's going to be a battle. It's going to be a war."
Watson has extra incentive
against Duke. He last faced the
Blue Devils in 1998, when Duke
embarrassed UCLA in a 120-84
victory. Watson had a miserable outing that day with two points, two
turnovers, one assist and one
rebound in 27 minutes.

Duke didn't renew the homeand-home series after that game
and Watson wasn't sure if he'd
ever get another shot against the
Blue Devils.
Afterward, he considered going
home to Kansas City. Bruins coach
Steve Lavin talked him out of it,
just as he did on several other
occasions when Watson needed
assurance that he belonged at
UCLA.
Now a senior, Watson couldn't
imagine life without UCLA. He
cried after Senior Night and
embraced Lavin in a long emotional hug after Saturday's win
against Utah State.
"It's been a long road, one I
couldn't have made without coach,"
he said. "He's always been there
for me, like a brother. When I
wa.s down and homesick, he talked
to me about other things and convinced me how silly it would all
seem two weeks down the road."
Lavin chooses his words carefully when he remembers those
days, his eyes dropping down as
a wave of emotion hits him.
"He was very introverted when
he came to UCLA, very quiet and

Tennis teams swept
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — The
Murray State men's tennis team
was able to take the doubles point
and a singles match Sunday, but
the Racers were unable to keep
Belmont from winning its seventh
consecutive match.
The host Bruins improved to
7-2 with a 5-2 victory over MSU,
winning four singles matches and
a fifth by default.
Murray's Nikola Aracic and Alex
Sundsten defeated Augusto Ricciardi and Marcos Cabrera 8-5 in
the No. I doubles match while
Thiago Gondim and Erik Hoyem
beat Belmont's Willy Sandoval and
Matteo Triacca 8-6 at No. 2.
The Bruins' No. 3 doubles team
of Matt Fitzpatrick and Ryan Brown
won by default.
Aracic kept a clean slate on
the afternoon by ousting Ricciardi 6-3. 1-6. 6-3 in the No. I singles match.
But Belmont bounced back as
Cabrera defeated Gondim 3-6, 75, 6-3, Sandoval stopped Hoyem
6-4, 6-0, Triacca beat Sundsten I 6, 7-5. 7-5 and Fitzpatrick topped
Zakaharu Bahn 6-2, 6-3.
Brown won the No. 6 singles
match by default.
The Racers faced Tennessee
State today at 11:30 a.m. in

Nashville, Tenn. before traveling
to Birmingham. Ala. for Tuesday's
2 p.m. match with Samford.
Women's Tennis
MURFREESBORO, Tenn.
Murray State suffered a 6-1 loss
Saturday to Middle Tennessee State,
the 65th-ranked team in the nation.
Erica Heshelman's 6-4. 6-3 win
at No. 2 singles over Tanja Buchheim was the only victory for
MSU (5-7) against the 7-9 Lady
Blue Raiders.
Manon Kruse paced host MTSU
with a 6-0, 6-3 win at No. 1 singles over Melissa Spencer. Carien
Venter followed with a 6-0, 6-1
triumph versus Maria Alonte, while
Michaela Gridling defeated KerryLea Glass 6-2, 6-1.
Murray's Cheryl Graham fell
6-3, 6-0 at No. 5 singles against
Inge Weirich as Middle's Niger
Kaur stopped Annette Steen 6-3,
6-2.
In doubles, Kruse and Stacy
Varnell downed Glass and Spencer
8-2. the same score Buchheim and
Gridling reached in the No. 2
match versus Graham and Heshelman.
Venter and Weinrich clinched
the doubles point with an 8-3 win
over Alonte and Steen.
The Lady Racers will visit Stetson Tuesday at 1:30 p.m. in De
Land, Fla.

very shy," Lavin said. "He was
very slow to trust people, and I
don't know why."
There's a strong bond between
Lavin and these Bruins. Although
this year marks the fourth time
in his five seasons he's taken UCLA
into the round of 16, this team
is made up of his recruits.

AT THE LIBERTY SAFE STORE
INSIDE MIKE'S GUNS
The Nation's Best Selling Safe
25 GUN
FIRE SAFE

Off
50
Any Safe

SCHEDULE

In Store

TODAY
WOMEN'S GOLF
• JSU Lady Gamecock Classic
Jacksonville, Ala. - 'FBA
MEN'S TENNIS
• Murray St. vs. Tennessee St
Nashville, Tenn. - 11:30 a.m.

Starting As Low As

'94995

FREE DE-HUMIDIFIER
WITH EACH PURCHASE
FREE DELIVERY

TUESDAY
WOMEN'S GOLF
• JsU Lady Gamecock Classic
Jacksonville, Ala. - TBA
WOMEN'S TENNIS
• Murray State vs. Stetson
De Land, Fla. - 1:30 p.m.
COLLEGE BASEBALL
• West. Kentucky vs. Murray St.
Reagan Field - 2 p.m.
MEN'S TENNIS
• Murray St. vs. Samford
Birmingham, Ala. - 2 p.m.

(Some Restrictions Apply)
• Cash & Carry Discounts
• Financing Available
• Sale Good Thru March
4 MILES SO. OF
LONE OAK - HWY 45

miKE

And

GUNS Supplies

Open Mon. Fri. 9 a.in. 5 p.m.;
Sat. 9 a.no. 5 p.m.: Closed Sun.

am=

55—GUN

WELLINGTON PARC
4747 Alben Barkley Drive
Paducah, Kentucky 42001
(270) 524-0620

toft cc

(

atti(ki,34)//

avkid

netrooth,

Thursday, March 29, 2001
Wellington Parc of Paducah

mmit?
It Takes A Village Childcare Center, Ini .
1406 B N. 12th St. at The Village •(270) 762-0210

6:00 piii

(14

Owed ty

MEET THE TEACHER NIGHT!
Monday, March 26 - 6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.

/a/WV
PP/M/e/wd

l'ay NO Registration Fees/Win FREE Movie Passes!
SPECIAL - Au AFTERNOON/EVENING SHIFTS
WILL RECEIVE $10.00 OFF WEEKLY FEE UNTIL JANUARN
2002!!!! SAVING You MORE THAN $350!

(fa/ay

Free to the Public
Seating is Limited
Please Call for Reservations

•
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=
15
1
1111
Kra
Legal Notice

150

Articles For Sale

020

Notice

155

Appliances

Personals
Financial

025
030
040

160
165

Roommate Wanted

180
190

Lost And Found
Help Wanted

050

42.50 extra for Shopper ‘Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide) $2.50 extra for blind box ads

Antiques
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment

200

090

210

Firewood

100

Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity

220

Musical

110

Electronics

260

Mobile Home Lots For Sale

270

Computers

Mobile Homes For Sale

130

Appliance Parts

280

Mobile Homes For Rent

140

Want To Buy

285

Mobile Home Lots For Rent

To The Murray
Electric System
I want to thank everyone at the
Murray Electric for the very
thoughtful and heart moving tribute
you payed my dad, James C. Lamb.
I know this would be worth more to
him than anything anyone else
could have done.
When'I saw the trucks thatformed
the arch for him to pass under it
brought even more tears to my eyes
and a great deal of pride to know
that others thought so much of my
dad. My dad will be dearly missed.

I Love You Daddy
I need you today dear Daddy of mine
Like theflowers need the rain
And the grape needs it vine
I need you here with me,
to see me through
Like the clouds need the sky
And the morning the dew
I need to hear a story or afunny tale
Like the bee needs theflower
Or a boat needs its sail

GOLF AT
--THE TENNESSEAN
The Tennessean Golf Club was recently
selected by Golf Digest as the 7th best new
affordable public course in America. Play
this Championship Course for only $30
(includes cart), every day of the week with
the purchase of a annual patron card for
only $50, plus tax. A $19 weekend savings.
Tee time or information call
731-642-7271 or toll free
866-710-GOLF (4653)

Legal
Notice
TO whom it may concern
you have 20 working days
to pay a debt to James M
Outland or 1985 K W will
be sold
P.O.Box 744
Murray, Ky 42071
270-759-3672

The
Dinner Bell Restaurant

Notice

On Hwy. 68 - 1/2 mile from
Jonathan Creek Bridge

MRS. ANN'S PSYCHIC
READINGS
Advice on all matters of
life. 767-0508 Now located at 2394 641 North

Opening for the Season
Friday, March 23rd
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 5-9 p.m.
Sunday 12-8 p.m.
Closed Wed.

WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPHY

So I will cherish each memory of the past
For my love doesn't end
It's my love that will last

Dedicated In Loving Memory Of
Paul Cunningham

Legals

354-6521

BY LYNN
15 years service
270-753-1001

EASTSIDE

BIONESSESk
(Let us put you in touch with the
best services in town.
You Can Advertise Here For
$6.00 per week - (13 week minimum)

010

010

Legals

(- FUNERALS
Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Specialist
Avoid inflationary cost.
Lock in price: single pay

Invitation To Bid
Diesel Fuel

or payment plan.

Smart for
and
family.

The Calloway County Board of Education is
accepting sealed bids for Diesel Fuel. Bids
will be accepted until 11:30 a.m. on Monday,
March 26, 2001. Specifications are on file at
the Board Office at 2110 College Farm Road.
Murray, KY 42071. Interested bidders may
obtain copies at that location. Further information may be obtained by calling Karen
Brandon at 762-7300. The Calloway County
Board of Education reserves the right to
reject any and/or all bids and to waive any
minor irregularities in the bids

270-753-2-111

.1.11. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. .3rd • Murray. KY 42071
Terry Isaacs/Karen Isaacs, Owners

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100%
of the Deductibles?
MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
v)11 are responsible for the deductible that

ACCEPTING BID PROPOSALS

Medicare does not pay. $768 on Part A; $100 on
Part I3 Call me for more information.

The Murray Independent School District will
accept general bid proposals for office supplies and equipment and instructional supplies and equipment Iincluding science.
audio/visual supplies, athletic supplies and
equipment and library books and supplies
for the school year 2001-02.

FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

( Commercial
7 .7
Waste Disposal..
4'
1-800-585-6033
All Types of Refuse Service

Bids will be received in the office of the
Murray Board of Education, 208 South
Thirteenth Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071.
until 2:30 p.m. CST, Friday, March 30, 2001
If additional information or clarification is
needed, please contact the Murray Board
at
Coordinator
of Education, Bid
1270) 753-4363.

formal tOttir Lim, .1
S)ei 1(11

41Me
.104 Main Si.. Murray, KY 42071
N, (2701 75A- I MIO • Toll Free I-MA-3674757
•

•

STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266
D&M Market is now open
for the season
Garden seed, vegetable
plants, flowers, flower
seeds fresh produce
New this season crafts
and supplies,
STILL FAMILY OWNED!
403 Sycamore 753-7483
MERLE Norman &
Uptown Girl
Benton Ky
527-8899
Over 180 new prom or,
es (famous brands) 20
50°0 off We have all prom
accessories and tuxedos

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177

320

Apartments For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

330

Rooms For Rent

455

Acreage

340

Houses For Rent

460

Homes For Sale

Storage Rentals

470

Motorcycles & ATVs

Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies

480

Auto Parts

485

Sport Utility Vehicles

Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sales

490

Used Cars

495

Vans

410

Public Sale

500

Used Trucks

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

425

Land For Rent or Lease

510

Campers

Real Estate

520

Boats & Motors

435

Lake Property

530

Services Offered

440

Lots For Sale

560

Free Column

370
380
390
400

430

Kelp Wanted
BROWN PUPPY FOUND
753-7997

IMMEDIATE
openings. NEEDED Someone to
Part-time, PRN, and Ful - pass flyers for local busitime for licensed RPT, ness. 767-0508.
PTA, COTA, SLP. In ski
led nursing facilities in Un- NURSE needed for busy
ion City and Martin, Tn. physician office. Must
This is an excellent oppor- have excellent organizatunity to become part of tional skills, be a self-startgrowing team. For more er, and a real "people" perinformation contact:
son. Send resume to:
Annette McClary
RN
Phone: 1-877-309-6001
P.O Box 1040-J.
Fax: 615-309-6015.
Murray, Ky 42071.
MECHANIC
O.T.R. DRIVERS
Seeking FT maintenance
NEEDED
mechanic to do basic
New trucks arriving in
maintenance and small reMarch. Run for Murray,
pairs on transport refrigerKy., based carrier, 28e a
ation equipment. This is an
mile, no NYC! Minimum
entry level position that reone year driving O.T.R.
quires trade school or 2
Clean driving record. Call
yrs mechanic experience.
Pat Maloney 270-759Good driving record re- 0124 or 270-994-4864
quired Experience with
trailer and truck refrigera- TAKING applications for
tion units a plus. Applicant all positrons. Daytime &
will work in the Murray, night-time. No phone calls
KY, area. Hours 8-5, M-F. please. Apply in person at:
Sonic-Drive-in
Excellent benefits. Send
217 S. 12th St. Murray.
resume and salary requirements to Manager, 3256 Wanted: Day & night servEast Outer Road. Scott ers with experience. Apply
in person after 2pm at PaCity, MO 63780.

Sales Position
Available

PROJECT Assistant
Experienced office assistant for professional corp.
Team player Proficient in NEED grandmotherly type
MS Office, WP, and Power to keep 6 month old in my
Point. Ability to troublehome Monday-Friday.
shoot technical/software
7 30am-4 30pm
problems and solve. High753-6605 after 5 pm
ly organized and able to
WILL DO GENERAL
compose, edit, and proof.
HOUSE CLEANING
Must manage multiple and
Call Linda 759-9553
vaned office tasks in fast120
paced setting. Competitive
salary/full time. Send reComputer*
sume with salary_requireKELLERS
ments to P.O. Box 1040-K.
COMPUTER PLACE.
Murray, Ky 42071
New Hardware, Software.
E/O/M/F
Upgrades & Free
SMALL fleet seeking drivEstimates Mid West
Home most
er OTR
Internet On 121S
nights, home every week436-5933.
end. Will drive well maint,
Cony truck. Clean NVR,
9a m -7p m
25 years or older_ 2 Years
Mon-Sat
CDL exp. 435-4041.
Visa/ Mastercard

ABSOLUTELY Free Into
Earn online income!
LOST: 2yr old, male, choc- $2000 - $5000/month.
olate Lab in Dexter/ Almo www.earn-it-online.com.
area, red collar and tags. ATLANTA Based Manage$100. Reward.
ment Company. Seeking
full time Asst. Manager/
(270)554-5623
LOST: Female black Lab. Leasing Consultation. Fax
Approximately 1 year. old resume to- Attn: Carona
Lost South Marshall area. at 270-759-3005 E.O.E.
Children's pet Reward! Excellent benefits and pre527-5304.
vious Customer Service
THIS space is reserved preferred
the day might come.
COMPUTER People
Your pet has strayed
$25-$75/hour
can't find its way home.
Mail Order/Internet
Training/Bonuses
'Cause we all have Furry
(888)473-3158 or
or Feathered Friends,
www UnlimitedWealth4u corn
Here at the
DRIVER TRAINEES
Ledger & Times.
NEEDED NOW!
Werner needs entry level
Call 753-1916
truck drivers. No experience necessary. Earn
060
$600.-$800. per week plus
Help Wanted
benefits and get home
weekly during the week in
many
areas. No CDL? 15
AT&T- MCI Payphone
day COL training program
Routes Locations, local
available. Call today
Proven Income
Free Info
1-800-242-7364.
800-800-347n
DRIVERS, Laborers,
& Operators
753-1537
435-4628
FULL Time Heavy Equipment Service Technician
needed. Experience preWOMEN URGED ferred
but not required
TO APPLY
Must have your own tools.
Competitive wages and
If you're not making
excellent benefits pack$25K+ yearly you
age. Please send responsneed to see us
es to: PO. Box 1040-E,
Benefit package
Murray, KY 42071.
available
LOCAL Southern Baptist
Church seeks full-time
Youth Minister Send resume to Youth Minister
P.O Box 1040-M, Murray,
1604 Hwy. 121 N
Kv 42071

Serval!

I

CUM CO.
STEMS- RIBS - SPIRITS
Kuttawa, KY
Applications are being taken for the following positions
• Kitchen Manager • Floor Service Manager
• Bartenders • Grill Cooks • ExpoLine Workers at the
Waycon Business Center on Hwy.62 East in Eddyville.
between Waycon Construction & Salon Utopia.
3/15 Thursday & 3/16 Fnday 9-5 & Sat. 3/17, 9-2 or
send resume to: Santa Fe of Kuttawa

P() Box 310, Kuttawa, KY 42055

Paris Manor Nursing Center
Position Available
Full or Part-Time Nursing Assistants & LPN - All Shifts
•I- ull Time Benefit,
•Paki Vacation
•Paid Holiday.
▪ Sick Leave Pa),
•40IK Retirement
4iroup Health Insurance

•Years of Service Monetary Award
.early Perfect Attendance
i Monetary Award,
•Employee Stock Uwnership Progra,,
+ref llnifixm Polk,

Aide Certification Program - Earn While You I car ri
Apply in Perfon Tuesday Arm Friday

Paris Manor Nursing Center
1000 Old M
Road. Paris. TN
'•People Carrot Fr, People

WE ARE GROWING!
Southeastern Book Co., a used textbook wholesaler in Murray is growing. We currently have multiple
openings for warehouse personnel.
Work hours are 7:00 a.m.-3:30 p.m.,
M-F. Competitive salary and benefits. If interested, please apply at
Co., 3333
Book
Southeastern
Murray.
North,
Highway 641

ik0t49.13.4

EXPRESS
cruansiviam

NOW HIRING
Al! Positions - All Shifts
Applications may be completed at
Kentucky Department for Employment Services
1210 Johnson Blvd., Murray, KY

COLLECTIONS
MANAGER/CUSTOMER
SERVICE

Mon., March 12th- Thurs., March 23rd
NO PHONE CALLS

Western Kentucky's leading Payday Advance
Co. is hiring immediately for the position of
Collections Manager/Customer Service
Agent for our Murray office.

Agricultural Workers
Needed

NCIUSC our

‘Ve're adding a
Scrapbooking Patch

The Wild Raspberry
NOTICE
Units 66,68, 70
and 10 are going
to he sold
March 24th

1111r ,f.1
/

Lots For Rent

060

Monday, March 26th at 5:00 p.m.
2nd Floor of City Hall
207 South 5th Street

010

I need you here with me,
I need you to love
But so did your Father
The one up above

445

Notice

Murray Main Street is announcing a
public meeting to discuss a project for
the old downtown Post Office
building/The Miller Courthouse Annex

God Bless You,
Debbie Scott

in Memory

Fri. 11
Fri. 11
Mon. 1
Tues. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 1

PUBLIC NOTICE
MURRAY MAIN STREET

The Family of
Patricia Johnson

Ac

AD DEADLINES

Notice

Card of Thanks
We want to say
"thanks" to
our
neighbors
and
friends that brought
food, sent flowers,
and consoling words
from everybody that
dropped by during
the illness and death
ofour loved one. Also.
Doctors, the staff at
Westview & MCCH
for their kindness.
Thanks to the pallbearers, Bro. L.A.
Clark and Miller
Funeral Home.

Business Rentals

020

Card of Thanks

Card of'thanks

I

Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of
their ads for any error Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error
be reported immediately so corrections can be
made.
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

300

360

ADJUSTMENTS

Position Wanted

120

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide

Home Furnishings

070

195

40% Discount 3rd Run.
iAll 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period)

LINI AI)S
$7.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.

Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment

060

ir
CD Just Say "Charge It" mws

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

"
RI

010

Contact Kathy or Tammy
for more information.

at 9 a.m.

AAA Mini
Storage
1520 Ditiguid Dr.

Requirements:
Good work history
Reliable transportation
Collections & customer service experience
Benefits are as follows:
Competitive wages
Monthly bonus program
Paid holidays and vacations
Medical insurance
Please mail resume tt)
Manager
P.O. Box 976
Mayfield, KY 42066

0419/01 to 01/26/02
05/08/01 to 01/20/02
Wages: $6.39 and $7.00 per hour
depending on job performed. 75'4 of
hours listed on job order will be guaranteed. All tools will be provided at no cost.
Free housing provided to those beyond
local recruiting area. Transportation
and subsistence paid when 50% of contract is met. Contact local Stntv
Employment Service Office.

woo

120
Computers

Computers

Computer Services
-Factory Authorized PC Repair
-Complex Networking/fiber/routers
-Business Systems/Point of Sale Systems,
Medical, Retail, Farm
-Telephone Systems from Mitel
-Web Site Development
-New PC's/Online Store/Accessories
-IBM, HP, Cisco, 3Com Sales and ServiciPartner, Macs too!
-McAfee Anti-Virus Service Partner
-Storage Networks/optical drives
1-270-489-2666
http://www.netcomindustries.c'(+ni
Greg Dowdy
COMPUTER
PROBLEMS'?
Don't be left out lust because you have an Apple
computer. Call the Mac
Doc! Hard drives, Internet
connections,
modems,
software upgrades, printing problems, whatever. I
can help'
753-5778.
MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556

Appliance Parts

APPLIANCE PARTS

et

Ward ElIdris
Court Square • Murray

150

Artides
For
Dish Network. 2 Receivers
$49.99 Installed Call Or
come by
Beasley Antenna
& Satellite
500 N 4th St
759-0901
FOR SALE
Lots of stuffed animals,
toys for infant and toddler,
baby items, clothes, older
color TV (without remote),
Computer, books, trailer
(3br, 2 bath). If interested
Call 759-9215 (if not at
home leave message)
INDUSTRIAL
lathe
&
tools. $200.00
Pace Blue steel tub
w/glass doors. Commode,
sink w/wood vanity medicine cabinet. Delta fixtures. $250.00 Call 7535147

FOR SALE
'We pay cash
Old toys, antiques,
collectibles, fishing tackle,
advertising. 270-759-3456.

Screen Printing
Equipment
Call 753-5690
after 5:00 p.m.

ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
• 21" Snapper self-propelitems, antique furniture
led mower with grass
and primitives.
catcher. $260
We buy 1 or all!
• 6' aluminum stepladder
Call 753-3633 ask
$25
for Larry.
FROST free refrigerator, • Room humidifier $50
stove, gas heater, electric Call 759-1902 after 5 pm
heaters, good used carpet- 4 burner electric stove with
ing, storm windows. 753- hood. Stainless steel dou4109.
ble sink with all fixtures,
WANTED
like new. Large wooden
Riding mowers, go carts & desk, like new with arm
4 wheelers that need
high back chair. Garbage
work
disposal. 753-5200.
436-2867
ROOFING SALE
$12.00 per square. Odd
150
lots and discontinued colArticles
For Sale
ors Limits quantities.
Myers Lumber,
LIKE NEW cash register.
500 S. 4th Street, Murray
5140.00 753-7483
(270)753-6450

SHOWCASES for sale
Various sizes
753-0530 Day
762-0242 Even

BLACK GE Profiler side
maker
by-side
w/ice
$400.00 753-9329

dining
WALNUT
set
$300.00
Oak upright piano $400 00
Nordic Track Walk Mate
$200.00
Wicker rocker $50.00
Southwest sofa. $150.00
Single
bed
mattress
$50 00 753-9329.
Farm Equipment
16FT flatbed trailer, 6 1/2
wide. tyr. old. $825. OBO.
759-3840.
1947 Allis Chambers
Runs good w/ 4ft belly
mower. $150000 270354-9412

HM & Sons Mobile Home
Mover 18yrs experience
Licensed & insured in Kentucky, Tennessee & Illinois 437-3939
MOBILE home moved
Licensed and Insured.
(270)437-4608
MOBILE home 16x80
3br. 2 bath Assumable
loan Excellent condition
Call 436-2625
Homes For Reel
2 and 3 br , water, sewer,
and trash pick-up provided $200-$275 + sd Call
753-2435 after 5PNI
HAZEL. 2br., appliances.
References, lease, & deposit. 492-8526.
LARGE 2br. $265/mo.
753-6012.
NICE 2br, Mobile home
No pets 753-9866

Mobili Holm Lots For Rent
1/2 acre $100/mo. 753
6012.
LOT for rent 492-8488
LOT For Rent 753-9866

KOMATSU D-2047 dozer
$17,500 759-4959

Office Space
Musical
KIMBALL organ Swinger
700 Entertainer II Needs
work $200.00 OBO 270354-9075

Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th

753-9621

PIANO FOR SALE
Take on low monthly payment. Beautiful console
piano. No Money down.
ACROSS street from MSU
Call 1-800-371-1220.
1B/R apt for lease plus
deposit No pets! Has
W/D, stove, refrigerator.
For appointment call Larry
14X64. 2br, 2 bath, on Rogers 767-9230 or 753block foundation, all elec- 3734
tric on 90x300 lot, well wa- APARTMENTS. for rent.
ter. Located in Brewers Close to campus. 753(Marshall County) $14,000 5980 or 753-1203 after
OBO
5pm
270-527-0481
EXTRA nice 1br., 1 bath,
270-345-2838
central gas H&A, applian1993 16x80 3br., 2 bath.
covered
Front/back
porch. Large 2 car carport w/attached storage
building, on 2 acres.
489-2945
1995 Fleetwood mobile
home 2 bedroom, 2 bath.
Call after 6om 759-0437

ces furnished, W&D. 1yr.
lease, 1 month deposit No
pets. 753-2905.
EXTRA nice 2br., 1.5 bath
townhouse appliances furnished. W/D. central gas
heat/ air. 1yr. lease, 1
month deposit No pets.
753-2905.

1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109
1&2 bedroom Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
1-2, 3br apts. furnished,
near MSU. 753-1252 or
753-0606.
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished. MurCal Realty 753-4444.
1BR Apt stove. refrigerator, DAN, W/D, Clean, no
pets 270-753-9841 or
270-436-5496
1BR.
furnished
apt.
$200/mo. No pets. Next to
121 Fairgrounds. 7533139.
1BR. like new, appliances.
Coleman RE 759-4118.
1BR .
unfurnished
$195/mo.
Furnished $225/mo. Low
utilities No pets. 753-3949.
1BR., 1 bath furnished
apartment references &
lease required $200/mo
435-4035
1BR., efficiency $150/mo.
Partial utitlites paid 7539826
2BR duplex Central/H/A.
appliances
Coleman RE 759-4418
2br duplex. Carport. Central H/A. No pets. Lease,
1802 1/2-4 Monroe Ave.
$375. plus deposit.
753-8002.
2BR Near MSU $300 water furnished. Coleman
RE. 759-4118.
2BR, 2 bath duplex, garage Central, no pets
Coleman RE 759-4418
2BR, Near MSU. New carpet, paint & wallpaper.
C/H/A. $325. Also 2br.
$250 Coleman RE.
759-4118.
2BR, new townhouse, central, garage. 3 story.
Coleman RE 759-4418
Carport
duplex
2BR
1yr.
lease
C/H/A,
$350/mo. 753-9636
3 or 4br, Dluguid Drive
Coleman RE 759-4418
3BR, 2 bath Downstairs
$400 /mo 489-2296
4br , Townhouse
Coleman RE 759-4118
EXTRA nice 3br., 2 bath
C/H/A all appliances, W/D
753-7813 days
753-7903 evenings

L440

Houses For Rent

AP101811101 For Rent
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RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.

3BR, 2 bath, C/H/A newly
redecorated $495 per
month
security
plus
(270)474-2520
38R Central gas heat
A/C 1 yr lease $395/mo.
753-9636
3BR., 2 bath Also MotherSouthside Manor Apts
in-law quarters
1,2 & 3br. apts
2000 Gatesborough
Section 8 housing
Call Mur-Cal Realty
753-8221
753-4444
EI-10
DUPLEX 1br, with office or
VERY roomy 2br., 2 bath
duplex w/garage. Applian- nursery Stove, refrigeraces
furnished
w/ tor, W/D hookup Nice
neighborhood 301 N 7th
washer/dryer. 1yr. lease, 1
$275 per month Deposit
month deposit. No pets.
and Lease Call Jerry at
753-2905
753-1268
EXTRA nice, 2br, 2 bath
RENT, Buy, Rent to Own
tryplex. Appliances. Fur2, 3, & 4br Houses
nished. Garage. No pets.
753-4109
Call 759-5238.
FORREST View Apart- STUDIO duplex, large
ments 1213 N. 16th St., rooms. Nice neighbornow accepting applications hood Stove, refrigerator
for 2br townhouses, basic 301 N 7th. $200 per
rent $315/ month. Office month. Deposit and lease
Hours, 10- 2, M-F. Call Call Jerry at 753-1268
753-1970. Equal Housing Available May 15th.
Opportunity.
NEAR University:
orage Rentals
Extra large 2br apt.
Available Apr. 1
CREEKVIEW STORAGEFully carpeted, all
$20-$40. On Center Drive.
appliances/WD hookup
Behind Tom's Grille
$350/ Month
759-4081.
1st
2
mos)
($250
$200 Deposit.
Neon Beach
753-4560
Mini-Storage
M-F- 9am- 5prn.
NICE 2br, 2 bath duplex
All Size Units
with stove refrigerator, miAvailable
crowave.
washer/dryer,
Tile and carpet. Lawn •
maintenance
included.
$475. plus security deposit. 753-9240.
NICE 2br. duplex w/ car
storage
NORTHWOOD
pod, appliances. No pets,
presently has units availalease. 710 Sycamore.
ble. 753-2905 or 753$450/mo. 753-7457.
7536.
PETS WELCOME
Call for details. Three
room efficiency $200.00
plus utilities, $200.00 deposit. Two blocks from
hospital. 767-9462.
310 S. 4th St
Office Building.
753-4703

753-3853

Pets & Supplies
1006 Olive. 3br, 1 bath
New carpet and paint. Gas
heat, window A/C. stove 3 AKC registered Shih
refrigerator, W/D hookup. Tzus Females Ready to
Nice house, $495 per go. $350.00 731-644month. Available May 1st. 9533
Lease and deposit. Call
DOG Obedience
Jerry at 753-1268.
Master Trainer.
436-2858.
2 bedroom, 1 bath house
603 Vine St $400/mo
plus deposit References
&Supplies
and lease required 4354035
DARK brown 3T Jack

For Seis

Lots For Sate

LOTS for sale Starting a 3BR, 2 bath home. 1719
$11.000 Price includes Melrose Call 759-8574.
water, septic & driveway 4YR old, 3br, 2 bath,
Also land home packages brick. Located near Johnny Robertson Road. 2201
270-437-4838
Carrot Drive $124,500
767-0111
5 acre parcel of land and
3br house within restrictONE story house with de ed subdivision on Robertached workshop, one son Rd South Call 753pond Forty acres lendable
land with road across to all Syr old, newly remodeled,
acreage. Eight miles from 3br, starter house with 50
Murray on Elm Grove acres $98,000
South
Church Road. Old James East Calloway County
(Bud) Kilgore farm. Profes- 753-7990 Day/ask for
sional appraisal available Raymond
to interested buyers. Call
BY owner
753-1458 day or evening
Near Murray High School
on South 17th St. 3 bedrooms. 2 full baths, large
great room, kitchen and
dinning room, large utility
2.75 acres east of Dexter.
room & office, oversized 2
New well and septic syscar garage, floored attic
tem. Priced $17,500. Will
storage. Vinyl siding and
sell on contact. Call 759on corner lot. Established
1701
yard. Mid-one forties. Call
6.7 acres, building site, in 759-1620.
New Concord, $1,200 per
HOUSE & Land for sale
acres. 753-9302.
House 1,706 living Sq Ft ,
80.95 surveyed acres.
18 acre land 436-5064
Miles, blacktop frontage,
MUST sell house (Immedibuilding sites $725/acre.
ate Possession) 900 Sq.
Terms. 753-9302.
Tarris Ft. 2BR, 2 Bath, LR, ON,
OAKWOOD
area, Kitchen with refriger115x162.94 all hardwood
ator/ stove, W/D 117
trees $13.000-00 759South 10th Street, Murray.
4712.
Asking $42,000 will accept
bids.
For Sale
Seen by appointment only
(270)436-2220 5-9pm

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit(not perfect)
•Steady income history
WE SHOW YOU
•100% loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn Watson

753-7407 • Ill N. 12th St. Suite B

NEW HOME
For Sale By Owner
0% Down To Qualified Buyer
3,400 sq. ft. of living space• C/H/A • city water
• cable • 1.4 acres • 2-car garage • master
bedroom suite • large great room • fabulous
kitchen with island cooking station • formal
dining • large deck • 5 bedrooms • 3 baths •

reduced $159,900.
527-5460 or 354-8966

oak cabinets. Price

435-4392

Iloo•

RICKY BOGGESS
DBA SYKES PLUMBING
'Well Pumps
'Water & Sewer Lines
'Water Heaters
•All Repairs - Big or Small
'New or Remodeling

roma 759-0610

QUICK

KY. Master Plumber 6059

RelifOravie gs°
Meta( Roofing
sheds. Metal

for houses, barns &
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

David's Cleaning
Services

Square
HORSE
hay.
bales $2 50/bale
492-6200
colt
TWH 9mo old
Black/white spotted Very
pretty and smooth Generator + 6 WGC in bloodline
731-593-5272

Land For Rent Or LAM

We Specialize in Cleaning
•Vinyi Siding & Fencing 'Mobile Homes
•Brick 'All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
'We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders

Phone (270) 759-4734

"ant to lease
tobacco base to
my farm.
Call 492-8790
430
Real Estate
HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
"For What It's Worth-

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR A GREAT WAY
TO ADVERTISE
YOUR BUSINESS?

David's Home Improvement
*Replace rotten or water damaged floors
*Install braces & floor Joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors
*Replace or repair water and drain lines
'Install moisture barriers

For more
information call
Kathy or Tammy
at 753-1916

270-438-2289
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED & DISUSED Free Estimates

P/us...all other home improvements

•t

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

Wiggins Furniture

tlitaft?ao Sicuidafd e
We Service All Brands

Owner & Operator
'kLuke Lamb

r/Ifit'd

'CUSTOM HOMES
'SPRAY PAINTING
'PRESSURE CLEANING
•wATER PROOFING

*DECK di FENCE RESTORATION
'FAUX FINISHES
'SPICIAL COATINGS
*MULTISPFC COATINGS

270-753-6895
FREE COMPUTERIZED ESTIMATES.
FULLY INSURED - OWNER: JIM OSBURN

Do the OWNERS where you
buy your new flooring
personally install for you?
WE DOT Over 34 Years
Experiencel

Visit Our Showroom Today
inrpt•

;7( Airli'Tr'jneciay
-
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INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PAINTING
Residential, Commercial & Industrial
pecializinyii (Jastorn Workrnansnip

0,Au218,2

270-759-2288

N.11

CERAMIC TILE•COMP TILE •VINYL•HARDWOOD • CARPET

LAKE LAND PAINTING

lir

BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD

1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

KENTUCKY Lake
Property
500 acres 3/4 mile on the
water (2) 1 acre ponds
Good access from Kirby
Jennings Trail $450,000
615-297-7390 270-751
8050
436
Lake Property

starter. Possible owner
financing if qualified.
Only $63,900.
REDUCED 3 BR,2 BA
on 4.5 acres. Great
room, jacuzzi, bi-level
deck, pool. Buy today!
$109,0110.
NEW LISTING! 5-r,
BR, 3.5 BA home has
formal
DR, eat-in
kitchen, large famils
room, lovely sewn):
and more. $170,000.

COLDWeu.
BANKeR
Woods & Associates
753-1651
Each office independentl!,
owned and operated

Knouhr•
Hotel, KY

1.3dIlY3•000M0HvH •1ANIA • 3111 .0100• 3111 DIINVIn133

To Advertise Your Business
In Our Home ImprOvement
Guide Call Kathy or
Tammy at 753-1916 To Get
More Information.

2x2 - $205
2x4 - $410
4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

EXCEPTIONAL 3br, 2
bath, red brick, double lot,
town edge Consider leasing with option to buy/ limited owner financing. Call
753-4109 •
OWNER WANTS OFFER!
Five bedroom, 3 5 bath
home in Southwest Villa.
Approximately
4300
square feet under roof.
Priced
at
5165.000.
MLS#3002122 Call
Kopperud Realty at
753-1222
REDUCED' REDUCED'
3br home located at
804 N 17th St Close to
college Priced reduced to
$51.000 00
(270 )825-4622
(270)825-0778
(270)836-1215
REDUCED! REDUCED'
3br home located at
804 N 17th St Close to
college Priced reduced to
$51.00000
(270 )825-4622
(270)825-0778
270)836-1215

NICE 2br brick house near
MSU. Large kitchen. deck.
orcycies & ArV's
C/H/A, fenced in yard
1987 Honda 250SX 3753-8764
wheeler Adult ridden ga
raged, front & rear racks
Lake Property
Excellent
Condition
$1.375 759-1865 after
6 00

INCREDIBLE WATER
FRONT LOT FOR SALE

1244 State Route 121 North

Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured

2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash Visa. Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing

7'ree Trimmirw
Cleanup Servo ,

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL INC.

I,amb Hrc)the

A Bigger Selection - A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop- Before You Buy(

24 Hr Sertice

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Vi
t Tree & Stump
PuttI Lit nib
Removal

lb- 1

r's
Moving=

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Duality Doesn't Carry A High Price.

-;,? Lamb Brothers
?
is
1.1,) Tree Service

AFFORDABLE LIVING in town. 3 bedroom brick is a great

LAO

lilts is absolutely the best lot on KY Lake.
Year round water on Main Lake. The view
from this lot is breathless. Located at the end of
a cul-de-sac for privacy. The most gentle slope
to the water of any lake lot on the market.
Dock permit available. This point lot is .52
of shoreline. All power and
acre and has
utilities underground. The restricted subdivision assures only quality homes to be constructed. Well is already in place. Located in
Red Water Estates (unit 4 lot 18). 759-1600

1999 Yamaha Banshee
CGR motor Denton-A
Arms Dura blue axle
completely race ready. all
the extras Call 759-9609
ask for Mitch or Brian
2000 Road King Classic
6.000 miles Lots of extras
520.000 753-4095

[

111211
Sport Utility Vehicles

1988 Jeep Wagoneer Limited V-6. 4x4. 167.xxx
miles.
driven
daily
$2500 00 OBO 270-4362962

96' Chevy Blazer 4x4,
green. extra sharp 7531624 after 5 30pm

191.

ext. 104 work)753-8356 I home).
440
Lots For Self

460
Homes(WSW

2) 3/4 acre lots 7 miles 5 acres- 2 yr old. 3br. 2
North, Murray 753-1967
bath, wrap-around porch,
2 acre lot 94W Lynn 1540 sq ft. shed, fenced
pasture. $127.500 753Grove Community
6799
753-1624 after 5.30 Pm

Used Cars
1984 Camaro as is
435-4067
1988 Dodge Diplomat
$900 Call 489-2477
1989 Ford Aerostar Van
Less than 97.000 miles
$2500 00 OBO 767-0748
1991 Cadillac Sedan Devine Great condition inside
and out 753-0114
1997 Dodge Avenger,
loaded, 28.000 one owner
miles Like new $11,900
753-8673

1
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rutoosionmd Study: Bidis as addictive as cigarettes

Wad e.=

Credit
ProblemsNo Problem
Courtesy Auto
Plex has auto
loans available for
slow pay. medical
bills, divorce.
repossessions and
bankruptcy call
Kenny B at
800-505-5091 or
our credit hot line
24 hours
877-937-2886
92 Ford Crown Victoria,
A/C
electric windows.
seats and door locks, new
tires runs good $3200
753-2486
98 Lexus ES 300
Immaculate
White/tan leather, chrome
wheels Exceptional car,
garage kept, washed wkly
46K hwy miles, $25,500
Day 270-759-4700
night 270-759-1204
PLYMOUTH Voyager Mini
Van Good runner, good
rubber $650 00 OBO
753-0611

ran

Used Trucks
1976 Chevy truck body
S W B stepside bed Alumi-Mags $850 00 OBO
489-2987
1985 Dodge Ram 150 4x4,
clean, sharp, A C PS, 318
auto $3,500 OBO 4892296
1987 Ford Ranger XLT
loaded, 4x4, black w/ black
matching camper shell 2
owner like new $4500
436-5814
1995 GMC SL Ext. cab,
3/4 ton, white, high mileage great condition. 7537785
1997 Chev Z71 4x4, one
owner 55.000 miles
489-6222
2000 Chevy Silverado extent cap 4 wheel drive 3
door 24.000 miles Loaded
$23,900 247-5265
Campers
1980 Prowler 24ft Excel
ent condition Must see
759-9978
1996 25' Jayco with
slide Exc condition
753-0765
520
Boats & Motors
1990 Bomber Bass Boat
759-0870
PONTOON
1996 Omni 24f1 w/toilet
75hp Yamaha wttrim & tat
Trailer w/brakes Used
less than 20 hours
$10.000 270-354-9075
Services °tiered
A time to lake care of your
home Affordable work
done to perfection building. remodeling, additions.
porches. decks, roofing.
siding. concrete, fences
furniture design, and restoration Free Estimates
753-4380
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737
437-3044
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks Home Additions.
Remodeling. Vinyl Siding,
Garages. Carports. Pole
Barns. Metal Buildings
Fencing Hardwood Floors
Installed & Finished Quality Workmanship Affordable Rates Licensed
753-7860 753-9308
RILEY Remodeling
& Construction
*Additions, *Garages
*Pole Barns
*Vinyl Siding & Trim
*Replacement Windows
*Decks, *Metal Roofs
FREE ESTIMATES
270-489-2907
ROOF LEAKING?
Call a professional
Residential, Commercial
or Industrial
270-435-4645
ROOFING and Painting
Inside. outside yard work
hauling, and wall murals
Free estimates 474-1555

onstruction

alhoon

p
carpentry, roofing, pointing,
water gardens, decks and repairs

Phone
(270) 210-3312

STEVE
CALHOON

_
va0.3p--71,;4
. your home afresh look,
with a new floor!

• Carpet • Vinyl
• Hardwood
• Laminate Flooring

JOE SMITH CARPET
U.S Hwy.641 N.• Murray•753-6660AI

=0111111
Yard Alert! Yard Alert! . 19

.1N,
II

'

1

Spring is almost here and that
means that it is time to show
your lawn a little TLC.

,

Matt's Mowing
• MOWING • LANDSCAPING
• GUTTER CLEANING

------,

7554443
_Aiwa

Yens

1992 Dodge Grand Cara
van, 91,xxx Auto, A/C,
stereo Great car for auction goers- no rears seats
$4200 753-8734
1995 Mercury Villager Garage kept, loaded, extra
nice $7400.00 Call 7591525 after 5PM
1999 Ford Windstar van
4dr., dual air, 20.000
miles. Must sellf $16,200
247-5265
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L&B
CUSTOMS WORKS
• Bush Hogging • Square Hay Baling
• Custom Landscaping • Complete Yard Care
,,..

Ni

lobs 700

(

(-01,michhil• I ice

270-753-8204
DOGWOOD
AFFORDABLE Hauling,
LANDSCAPING
tree work, cleaning out
LAWN CARE
sheds gutters, etc
Complete line of services
436-2867
offered including mowing
ALL Carpentry Service
12 years experience
From Foundation to
Free estimates
Finish
Call David 753-9000
18Yrs experience
FENCING
New Construction*
Midway Fence All types
Remodeling* Repairs*
Complete services
Concrete Work
Reasonable prices
AGC Certified
Free Estimate Insured
435-4272
Dickie Farley 759-1519.
ALL Carpentry,
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Electrical.
Trimming, removal, stump Home building, additions,
grinding. firewood Insur- remodeling Rotten floors,
ed 489-2839
sagging roofs Home &
AD LAWN CARE
Mobile repair, vinyl siding
& LANDSCAPING
References. Call Larry
Mowing, power seeding, Nimmo
lawn & shrub spraying, 753-9372, 753-0353
lime, fertilize, dirtwork- top- ANTENNAS
Including
soil Wholesale shrubs, & RV's, TV Towers. rotors,
trees, & mulch
amplifiers, and accessoCall 759-3840
ries
JESUS Saves
Dish Network & Direct TV
Married couple raising Satellite Systems, Sales.
money for missions trip
Service and Installation
Mowing yards, cleaning
Beasley's Antenna
houses, and small carpen& Satellite,
try jobs for donations
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
767- 0591
270-759-0901.
KIRKS Concrete
BACKHOE & TRUCKING
Forming and Finishing
ROY HILL.
Eddie Kirks
Septic system gravel
435-4014
white rock
LAWN
436-2113
mower repair
BRYON'S Lawn Service
Riding Mowers only
Free Estimates 753-0600
436-2867
CALL Becker Home ImLAWN Master
provement for all your
Mowing, mulching,
carpentry needs All types
and cleanup lobs
general carpentry & re753-0025
modeling Quality Work903-7366
manship at reasonable
LEE'S CARPET
rates
CLEANING
References available
*Carpets •Furniture
901-782-3128
•Emergency water
270-853-5419
removal
270-376-2741
•Free Estimates
CARPORTS Starting at
753-5827
$675 installed Roy Hill
MOODY'S Mower Repair (270)436-2113
Pick Up & Deliver
D G Landscaping
753-5668
Mowing. Fertilizing
and trimming Insured
MOVING
For Free estimates
Lamb Brothers
753-2210
Cross Country Or Local
DECKS.
Roofing. Vinyl
Licensed & Insured Call
Siding Quality Work Free
Luke Lamb At
Estimates Over 25 Years
1-877-902-5262 or
Experience Gerald Wal270-753-2555
ters. 753-2592
PERSONAL TOUCH
560
Landscaping Mowing
Free Column
Fencing. &
Home Improvement
Call 753-5904
SURE WAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484
TIOWELl
Lawn Mowing Service
Call 435-4394
TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, tnmming, leaf A
clipping removal. dethatch
ing. aeration overseedinq
& fertilization, bed mulch
ing Free Estimates
759-9609
YARD WORK
out
cleaned
Gutters
leaves racked etc
753-4120, call after 5prn
DEPENDABLE Lawn
Mowing Service
759-4564

FREE
PALLETS
U-haul off
Murray
Ledger &
Times

753-1916

Miss
Your

Paper?

Call
753-1916

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) Bidis
— hand-rolled, candy flavored cigarettes from India — are more
addictive than conventional cigarettes, according to a new study
by a Lexington-based pharmaceutical company.
Researchers at Murty Pharmaceuticals working with the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA)
compared a dozen brands of bidis
with a brand of U.S. commercial
unfiltered cigarettes and found that
11 of the 12 bidis brands had 28
percent higher nicotine concentrations than the unfiltered cigarettes.
The results of the study will
be published in an upcoming issue
of a scientific journal called Tobacco Control, said Dr. Wallace B.
Pickworth of NIDA.
Bidis consist of shredded tobacco rolled in leaves of dried tendu,
a broad-leafed plant native to India,
and secured with string.
The Murty research isn't the
first to show the dangers of the
product.
Studies by the Centers for Disease Control have shown that bidis
contain more than three times the
amount of nicotine and more than
five times the amount of tar than
regular cigarette smoke.

And the studies have found that
bidis smokers have two times the
risk of lung cancer than those who
smoke Indian filtered cigarettes,
have five times the risk of suffering heart disease as non-smokers, are more at risk for cancers
of the throat, oral cavity, pharynx, larynx, lungs,esophagus, stomach, and liver than regular smokers.
Bidis come in colorful packages with flavor choices such as
strawberry', cinnamon, orange, and
chocolate, and authorities say that
makes them more attractive to teens.
Kentucky Attorney General Ben
Chandler has joined attorneys general across the United States in
urging federal officials:- and congressional representatives to take
action to stop the importation of
the hand-rolled flavored cigarettes.
Chandler spokesman Veronica
Judy said that in September 2000,
Michigan Attorney General Jennifer Granholm filed charges against
a Louisville company for allegedly selling bidis to minors on the
Internet. Those charges were
dropped when store officials entered
into an agreement with Granholm,
Judy said.
Nonetheless, bidis have grown

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday,
March 20, 2001:
Opportunity stnkes this year for those of
you who are ready to seize the moment
and go with it. You have an unusual
sense of direction and the vision to
accompany it. Others seek you out.
Know what you want; be willing to go
for it. You gain through networking and
fnendships. If you are single, you are
about to walk into a relationship — if
you aren't in one already. Strap on your
seat belt as populanty soars. If you are
attached, your relationship warms up
because of your positive outlook. Work
on a commitment. AQUARIUS is your
pal
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
4-Positive;
Have
5-Dynamic.
3-Average; 2-So-so, 1 -Difficult
ARIES (March 21 -April 19)
***** The sun moves into your
sign, energizing you. You feel unstoppable. Focus on what you want and on
your long-term objectives. You seem to
say and do the right things at the right
times. Follow your instincts. Slow down
to socialize and network. Tonight: Th)
world is your oyster.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Others seek you out for you'
impressions. You might have a naggIn
doubt or a feeling that you have a proh
lem putting your finger on. Though a
partner helps you work through an issue.
you might still want to maintain a low
profile. Tonight: In the limelight
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20)
***** You enter a cycle in %stud
success follows you and propels you in a
new direction. Your ability to read
between the lines helps you understand
what motivates a key associate. A fnend
ship could be blossoming into a lot more
Is this what you want? Tonight: Rent a
movie.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Deal on a one-on-one level A
fnend or loved one cares about you mop.'
than you realize. This person loves put
ting you on a pedestal. Don't minimize
his importance to you Remember, anything is possible when you open up.
Tonight: Have a tete-a-tete.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Others reveal much more of
what is in their hearts and minds. Listen
to your inner voice with a child or loved
one. Your intensity and sense of direction
lead you down the proper path. Someone
pitches in with many good suggestions
Tonight: Accept one of your many
tations.
VIRGO(Aug 23-Sept. 22)
**** Plunge into work, with an eye
to getting the job done. Senously consider a home office, if you don't have one
already. A partner or associate tries to
lure you into thinking as he does You
want to go along with him, hut honor any
reservations you have. Tonight: Get into
an exercise program.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Your mind might he on an'.
thing but work. Sometimes, giving in
the good times and enjoying the moment
are also important. You might want to
have a discussion with a loving panne,
or associate A talk proves to be anima ,
ed and informative. Tonight. Let th,
good times roll
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
* ** * Deal with family. You might
need to make a lifestyle change. whether
you want to or not Open up to new Ix),
sibilities Your sense of humor emerges
with a child or loved one. Think through
a decision that involves your finances
and workplace Tonight: Discuss a pow)
nal change
SAGITTARIUS(Nov 22-Dec. 21)
**** Stay focused on the big picture.
Ask questions that spur 'not only your
creativity. but also that of others Thin)
through your answers carefully. Return
calls Good news surrounds you
Carefully review a situation that involves

•

60, he said. Starting at $1.60 per
package, bidis are slightly less
expensive than regular cigarettes.
"I like bidis a lot," said Ben
Farmer, 26, a Sqecial Media customer. "But I only buy them about
twice a year. I've bought a bunch
of packs, but I've never smoked
all of the bidis in the package."

Announce
your Wedding,
Engagement,
or Social Event
in the
'Murray Ledger
& Times.
you'll be glad
you did!

Buy One Take q's1 Bake Pizza
Get Coupon For

1/2 PRICE
On Your Next Take 'N Bake Pizza
13" Cheese Pizza $8.99 plus tax
15" Cheese Pizza —M.99 plus tax

HOROSCOPE
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

in popularity among teens in recent
years.
-They've always been popular
here at Sqecial Media," said Ed
Franklin, a six-year employee at
the store near the University of Kentucky. "But now tobacco stores
are beginning to carry them.
"They are becoming a lot more
mainstream. They've always been
popular in the hip-hop culture and
now the hip-hop culture is more
mainstream," Franklin said.
Jean Hicks, manager of Fast
Lane Tobacco in Lexington, said
she began to sell bidis in January
after college students requested
them. But as of last week, Hicks
said, she had only sold 10 packs.
The sales are much higher at
Sqecial Media, with an average
of five to six customers each day
buying bidis, Franklin said. The customers range in age from 18 to

Pagilaig

a neighbor or sibling. Tonight: You make
the first move.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** You might not realize what motivates your spending and sense of direction. Expenses easily get out of whack. A
family member expresses his feelings.
You might want to buy flowers or a new
plant. Avoid acting out your anger. Talk
about a problem. Tonight: Treat yourself.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Your high energy takes you
in a new direction. Friends give you
strong feedback, whether you seek it or
not. Being soft and responsive brings the
results you want. Tonight: Beam in what
you want.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20)
***.Your instincts direct you with a
boss or someone in charge. You know
exactly what to do and when. Saying little right now will help you get a better
grasp of a situation. Someone might he
unusually assertive or aggressive.
Carefully think through a decision.
Tonight: Get a good night's sleep.
BORN TODAY
Actress Holly Hunter (1958), director
Spike Lee (1957), playwright Henrik
Ibsen (1828)

7
6
7
9

(Additional Toppings Extra)

970 Chestnut St., Murray • 753-2975

CELLTOUCH,inc.

LIMITED TIME ONLY!

Dixieland Shopping Center

$19 95

(S•hInal Hardeo• on Che•trIgat St.)

1100 minutes
tKtE tar Lharger
FREE Swivel Clip
FREE Colored Covers (2)
Motorola V2260
Digital Phone

Verkeliwireless
Iliaken.af 610•M

We service what we self!

$29_95

Amiable or row ors yew saws Kessrani Subplot to credit Mac* and'ppm*
, Foe vet Pe charpic lot astfy
rrnination of contract Other restnct)ons may apply Expires 3/31/01.

TREE

-Needw
Bs
Hottest

8 oz. Bottle of Emerald Bay
Tanning Lotion With Any
Package S30 & Up

:111111

1nBT
uo
w
lbsn

\ 4-

V.I.P. Members Tan All Month $23.59)

-Nce'Cutting Edge
Shoppes of Murray

759-3343

Relay For Life
Luminary Ceremony
Please join us at the Luminary Ceremony on

Friday, April 20, 2001 at 9 p.m.

TEAM EVENT TC70

F'GMT CANICE
WisiorafAimagiftwritrifto

Relay For Life - MSU Roy Stewart Stadium

Relay For Life Luminary Order Form
$5.00 Requested Minimum Contribution Per Luminary
Light a luminary in MEMORY of a loved one or friend who has lost their battle
with cancer. Remember their lives by illuminating a candle as a symbol of HOPI
for future cancer patients. Light a luminary in HONOR of a loved one or a friend
who is a cancer survivor. Celebrate their lives by illuminating a candle as a sym
bol of HOPE for their today and many tomorrow's. Each luminary will have the
name of the person remembered or honored. The luminaries will be placed around
the track and lit for the Luminary Ceremony at 9 p.m. on Friday. April 20. Pleaw
join us for this special event.
In Honor Of:
J In Memory Of:
Name:

Name:
••••••••••

111110

Your Name
Address

City

Total amount enclosed: $

State
Cash J

Zip

Check _1

I would like an acknowledgement card sent to:
Name:
Address

City

State_

Z

Please Mail Luminary Order Form to:

Relay For Life, P.O. Box 911, Murray KY 42071
or return donations along with form to either of the banks below.
For more information contact Margo Landrum,(901) 644-0748 or
Rosanne or Paul Radke,(270) 759-1442.
• Cancer Survivor's Lap registration 5:00 p.m.• Opening Ceremony and
Cancer Survivor's Lap begins at 7:00 p.m. (to register call 753-6904)

Luminaries Sponsored By.:

AREABank

HOPKINSVILLE
FEDERAL BANK

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 23-year-old
woman who gets painful breast lumps
about a week before my monthly periods. What causes this? Could they be
related to cancer?
DEAR READER: Many women with
harmless breast cysts notice an
increase in discomfort and size of the
cysts around the times of their menstrual periods. This change is caused
by normal hormone fluctuations and
usually is nothing to worry about, As a
general rule, cancerous breast lesions
are not painful and do not change size
during the monthly cycle.
Although I believe your breast problem is innocuous, you should bring it
to your physician's attention nonetheless. During the times you experience
symptoms, the doctor may choose to
order an ultrasound examination,
which should confirm that your breast
lumps are filled with fluid, ordinarily a
sign that they are benign.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Breast Cancer and
Disorders." Other readers who would
like a copy should send $2 plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill Station,
New York, NY 10156. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: While the dairy
industry bombards us with ads
extolling the virtues of drinking milk,
food-supplement people warn us
about the risks, such as lactose sensitivity, and tell us that the human
being is the only animal that drinks
milk; thus, other animals are smarter
then we are. What's your opinion?
DEAR READER: Adult animals
don't drink milk because their mamas
won't nurse them, and they are not
smart enough to know how to get the
stuff out of a cow, pasteurize it, bottle
and market it. Most animals will drink
milk if it is offered to them.
I believe that milk is an important
component of a well-balanced diet
because it contains calcium, protein,
vitamins and fat. (It also contains the
milk-sugar lactose, to which some
people are highly sensitive.)
Unfortunately, it's the fat that is the
really significant drawback for people
on low-cholesterol diets, Therefore, I
urge my patients to drink low-fat or
skim milk so they get all the nutritional benefits without the additional cholesterol in butterfat.
My recommendation is substantiated by several medical studies showing

DEAR ABBY: My husband and I
that women who are most likely to
develop osteoporosis are those whose are both seniors, and he just recovbones were calcium-deficient in their ered from a near tragedy. I am sure
younger years They enter menopause it could happen to anyone who
with a low bone density, meaning they taker); more than one prescription
have failed to store up enough calci- medication.
um during their reproductive
My husband was slowly deteriodecades. Perhaps if more of us drank rating to the point of being unable
milk, we would enter old age with to take care of himself He was less
and less interested in anything; his
stronger bones.
Like you, I am somewhat dismayed hands trembled; he couldn't write
by the dairy industry's media blitz, his name or drive a car; he had diffiparticularly with respect to cream, culty putting two words together; he
butter and cheese — foodstuffs that couldn't remember anything; and
contain unacceptably high levels of his legs were very weak. In short,
cholesterol for those of us who should he was ready for a nursing home.
He was taking 11 different medreduce dietary fats. Nonetheless, the ications several times a day. As his
Industry is correct in asserting that caregiver and the dispenser of his
milk contains many nutritional bene- medication, it occurred to me that the
fits that are not supplied as readily drugs could be part of the problem.
and cheaply by other food suppleI wrote his doctor describing his
ments. Therefore, you can understand symptoms and listing all of his presupplements
why purveyors of these
scriptions. Without seeing him, the
tend to downplay the advantages of doctor immediately eliminated two
milk.
of them and reduced the dosage of
If you like milk, drink a couple of others. Within two weeks, my husglasses a day of the low-fat variety, band's symptoms began disappearand avoid getting into arguments ing. All of them are gone now, except
about how smart animals may — or for the weakness in his legs. He's
may not — be.
doing exercises to strengthen them.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Does the inhalaAbby, what happens to people
tion of mothball vapors cause ill who have no reliable caregiver or
effects?
mentor? Who reads the list of "posDEAR READER: "Real" naphtha sible side effects"? I am sure there
mothballs have been replaced by simi- are people in nursing homes being
lar compounds, because naphtha given the same medications that
vapors caused headaches, respiratory put them there. Please remind your
irritation and allergic symptoms in older readers not to accept sympsome susceptible people. To my toms as "just being part of growing
knowledge, modest exposure to moth- old."
ball vapors from these new products LEE IN WALNUT CREEK,CALIF.
is not a serious health problem.
DEAR LEE: People who have
Copyright 2001, Newspaper Enterprise Asan
no reliable caregiver or mentor
to intercede f9r them when they
start slipping are at a dangerDR. GOTT
ous disadvantage. Your letter is
a powerful reminder that people who are having their annual
PETER
physical examinations should
bring with them a list of every
GOTT, M.D.
medication, vitamin and overthe-counter drug and herb they
are taking. The effects can be
cumulative and debilitating,
and they should be regularly
reviewed by a physician.
***
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DEAR ABBY: In a recent column, I think you dropped the ball
when you commented on the black
man who won a raffle and was first
denied but then awarded the Cadillac he won fair and square.
You said something to the effect
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that because of the time and locale
(North Carolina), it was revolutionary that justice prevailed.
I know racism exists everywhere,
but I contend that because the
man's injustice was a mistake both
made and rectified without government intervention or a media crusade, that speaks volumes about
our great state. There have always
been more good people than bad,
regardless of the times. The proof is
in that story.
Abby, I read you every day, and
with very few exceptions, find you
witty, wonderful and wise.
CARL BROW,PROUD TO BE
FROM NORTH CAROLINA
DEAR CARL: You are correct
that the incident happened long
ago, and it was remedied by
people who believed in justice
for all.
However, it wasn't until the
civil rights movement of the '608
that equal rights were finally
realized for every American.
While many good people on both
sides of the Mason-Dixon Line
may have wanted to correct the
injustices that prevailed before
then, ending them took a
tremendous struggle.
*5*

To receive a collection of Abby's most
memorable — and most frequently
requested — poems and essays, send a
business-size, self-addressed envelope,
plus check or money order for $3.85
($4.50 in Canada) to: Dear Abby's
"Keepers," P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris,
IL 81064-0447.(Postage is included.)

Ten years ago
Published is a picture of Anne
Adams, executive director, Murray
Tourism Commission, talking with
a motorcoach tour representative
during Showcase '91 activities
Marsh 2-6 in Winston Salem, N.C.
Murray State University Racers
lost to Alabama in the first round of
Southeast Region NCAA Basketball
Tournament in Atlanta. Paul King
was high scorer for Murray.
Allison Faye Carr, Heather Grogan and Bethany Hall, all of Murray, are among 20 Murray State
University students who will compete for the title of Miss MSU on
March 23. The winner will compete
in the Miss Kentucky Pageant.
Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of City
Planner Steve Zea and Mayor Melvin B. Henley examining plans for
the industrial access road being
built on a dirt farm-access road off
Old Highway 641 where it joins the
new 641.
Rowena Emerson who is celebrating her 25th year as a member
of Beta Sigma Phi sorority was honored with a surprise silver brunch
by the Xi Alpha Delta Chapter at
the Murray Federal Savings and
Loan building.
Mel Purcell of Murray won the
tennis open championship in a tournament at Oldsmar, Fla.
Thirty years ago
The office of Local Board No.
10 of Selective Service, now located in the Post Office building,
will be closed sometime between
April 15 and June 1, according to
Gussie Adams, executive secretary

high level, a trump lead is frequently very effective.
The bidding shown took place
at the table where the U.S. pair of
Jill Meyers and Randi Montin were
East-West, respectively. North's
four-notrump bid was the"unusual
notrump," promising great length
in the minors. After South stated
her preference for clubs, Meyers
doubled, ending the auction.
Montin then led a trump, with
devastating effect. Irene Bilde,
South, won with the ten and led a
diamond to the king and East's ace.
East returned a trump, taken in
dummy,and Bilde tried to cash the
diamond queen, ruffed by East.
Regardless of how declarer proceeded, she could score only six
trump tricks and the ace of spades.
That was down four for a loss of800
points.
At the other table, the bidding
Thisdeal occurred in thesemi- was exactly the same, except that
final match between Denmark East conservatively declined not to
and the United States at the double five clubs. West then elected
women's world championship in to lead the king of spades rather
Bermuda last year. The Ameri- than a trump.
Renee Mancuso, South, took
cans won the match handily and
then lost to the Netherlands in the spade ace and led a diamond to
the final by the narrowest margin the king and ace. East cashed a
in world championship history — heart and returned a spade,forcing
halfan International Match Point, dummy to ruff. Declarer then emroughly the equivalent of an barked on a complete crossruff,
scoring all eight of her trumps, the
overtrick.
ace and the diamond queen
spade
basic
the
The deal illustrates
principle that when a partnership (which East unaccountablyfailed to
has determined during the bid- ruff)to finish down one— minus 50.
ding that it holds the balance of The net gain of 750 points gave the
the high cards, and the opponents Americans a 13-IMP pickup on the
wind up playing the contract at a deal.
Tomorrow: Think before you leap.

East dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
e5
3
K Q10654
A Q 7 65
EAST
WEST
4 J 8732
.1(Q64
A K 75
Q6
•A
•J9732
4982
4J 4
SOUTH
4 A109
gr J109842
•8
K 103
The bidding
North
East South West
4 NT
3*
Pass
14
Pass
Pass
5+
Pass
Dble
Opening lead — four of clubs.
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PHIL AN' AUNT GEORGIA
k A FEW DA ys LATER!
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1 Mr Gingrich
5 Afternoon
social
8 Muslim
prayer leader
12 Opera
highlight
13 Snare
14 Baked clay
15 Central
Idaho river
17 Trash
container
19 A shrub
20 Jabbed
21 Dutch
cheese
23 Blancheft 01
The Gift"
24 Douglas —
(tree)
26 Enjoys
28 Actor
Brynner
31 Latin
conjunction
32 60 secs
33 Coroner
(abbr )
34 "Charlotte's

36 Former
Dennis Franz
co-star
38 Impost
39 — -bitty
41 — away
(hide)
43 Opp of extra
45 Winter
month. in

Madrid
48 Sarcasm
50 Facial
expressions
showing
pleasure
51 Hold on
properly
52 Miss Piggy
word
54 Egg-shaped
55 Former slave
56 To — is
human
57 Roman
emperor

DOWN
I Space agcy
2 Of a period
of time
3 Director of

By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, March 19, the
78th day of 2001. There are 287
days left in the year. This is the
date the swallows traditionally return to the San Juan Capistrano
Mission in California.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 19, 1920, the . U.S.
Senate rejected, for a second time,
the Treaty of Versailles by a vote
of 49-35, falling short of the twothirds majority needed for approval.
On this date:
In 1859, the opera "Faust" by
Charles Gounod premiered in Paris.
In 1917, the Supreme Court upheld the eight-hour work day for
railroads.
In 1918, Congress approved
daylight-saving time.
In 1931, Nevada legalized gambling.
In 1941, Jimmy Dorsey and Orchestra recorded "Green Eyes" and
"Maria Elena" for Decca Records.
In 1976, Buckingham Palace announced the separation of Princess
Margaret and her husband, the Earl
of Snowdon, after 16 years of marriage.
In 1979, the U.S. House of Representatives began televising its
day-to-day business.
Five years ago: Senate Majority
Leader Bob Dole wrapped up the
Republican presidential nomination
with solid primary victories in four
Midwestern states. President Clinton rolled out a $1.4 trillion election-year budget, promising it
would invigorate the economy.
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8 Down
4 Made gentle
5 Cable
network
6 Engineers
deg
7— —
standstill
8 'Some Like
— —"

9 Baseball
great Mantle
10 Wings
11 Repair
16 Spoken
18 Health
resorts
22 Female
parent to
some
23 Dollars and
24 — and far
between
25 Suffix
27 Roman seven
29 Ms Thurman
30 Superman
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PEANUTS

of the local board. The board will
be combined with boards from Fulton, Hickman, Carlisle and Graves
Counties with headquarters to be in
Mayfield. Murray board members
are Dr. H.B. Bailey Jr., James A.
Parker, Joe Berry, Robert Hendon
and Glindel Reaves.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Tidwell,
March 3.
Forty years ago
Henderson Belk, vice president
and director of various Belk stores
throughout the south, and Vernon
Patterson, Charlotte, N.C., retired
from Moore Business Forms, will
be speakers at the Christian Men's
Committee dinner at Murray
Woman's Club House March 22.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Phillip Harrell, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Gilbert D. Harris and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Kimbro.
Harold Lassiter is minister of
Locust Grove Baptist Church.
Fifty years ago
Murrayans were greeted this
morning with a five-inch snow that
fell during the night and continued
falling well into the day. The temperature was not too far below
freezing and the snow that fell onto
the streets became slush and melted.
Cuba High School Cubs lost to
Clark County in the championship
game of the Kentucky High School
Basketball Tournament.
Published is a list of delinquent
taxes as released by Calloway
County Sheriff Wayne Flora.

TODAY IN HISTORY
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35 "Once —
(Lauren
Hutton film)
36 Asterisk
37 Plant part
38 Number ot
Angry Men"
in film title
40 Threefold
42 The — Field
43 Capri e g
44 Royer nymph
46 -- admiral
47 Norway city
49 Scottish
uncle
50 Male title
53 Do -- die
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Sharon Furches was recently recognized as the state first
place winner of the Kentucky Spokesperson for Agriculture
Contest. Sharon is shown receiving her award at the Kentucky
Young Farmer State Convention. Pictured from left are Johnnie
Stockdale. Calloway County Young Farmer advisor; Luke
Windsor. Kentucky YFA state treasurer; and Sharon Furches.

Tripp Furches (left) is shown receiving his first place award in
the Kentucky Young Farmer Conservation - Water Quality Contest. Furches received the plaque and cash award from a representative of Pioneer Hybrid, who co-sponsor the contest
with the Kentucky Association of Soil Conservation Districts.

Richard Smotherman of the Calloway County Young Farmer
Chapter was the first place winner of the Kentucky Young
Farmer Association Dark Fire-Cured Tobacco Production Contest. Jay Housden (left) is shown presenting Smotherman with
a plaque and cash award from United States Smokeless Tobacco Company at the YFA State Awards Banquet.

Local farmers take home state awards
l'he Kentucky Young Farmer
Association State Convention was
held recently in Louisville. The
Kentucky YFA meets annually to
recognize outstanding production
and leadership in various areas of
agriculture.
Sharon Furches. of the Calloway
County YFA, won first place in the
Spokesperson For Agriculture Contest. Furches' topic was on "Keeping Agriculture in the Classroom."

She will represent Kentucky in the
National Contest next December in
Virginia at the National Young
Farmer Educational Institute.
Richard Smotherman placed
first in the "Dark-Fired Tobacco
Contest" sponsored by U.S.
Smokeless Tobacco Company.
Richard received a plaque and a
cash award.
Jamie Stockdale was the first
place winner in the "White Corn

Production Contest." Jamie received a plaque and a cash award
sponsored by Asgrow Seed Company.
Calloway County was represented by Tripp Furches in the
"Conservation Water Quality Contest." Tripp placed first and received a plaque and a cash award.
This contest, sponsored by Pioneer
Hybrid and Kentucky Association

of Soil Conservation Districts, is
designed to recognize a farmers efforts in protecting and preserving
his soil and water resources.
Tripp also placed second in the
"Kentucky YFA Rural Leadership
Contest" which is sponsored by the
Kentucky Farm Bureau. This contest recognizes the participants agriculture leadership activities.
Tripp Furches was elected as reporter for the Kentucky YFA, and

Richard Smotherman was elected
as the purchase region vice president for the Kentucky YFA. Tripp
and Sharon Furches and Richard
and Sharlisa Smotherman will
serve on the Kentucky YFA State
Board for the coming year.
The Calloway County Young
Farmer Program is a part of the
Calloway County High School Agriculture Department where it

meets for educational meetings.
Mr. Johnnie Stockdale is the instructor and advisor to the local
YFA.
Also attending the state convention from this area was Dave Watson and Jay Housden representing,
U.S. Smokeless Tobacco Company.
Any interested young farmers are
invited and encouraged to attend
and participate in the local young
farmer activities.

Demand for locally grown produce running high
In recent years, several people throughout our area have been
growing vegetables and fruits for
sale at self-picking operations and
roadside stands.
The demand for locally grown
produce is high. and people without access to areas to grow such
produce. are willing to consume
these freshly grown products.
For many, markets have been
somewhat hard to get established
for various reasons.
First of all, many growers do
not have heavy traffic access to

fresh produce and also help local
growers in obtaining markets for
their efforts.

AGRICULTURE UPDATE

GERALD CLAY WELL
UK Cooperative Extension Agent
the growing sites and others may
not have capital expenses to obtain
structures and other infrastructure
that marketing produce demands.
The Murray Main Street Farm-

ers Market was implemented last
growing season to develop an area
to help local produce growers market and sell produce. The market
provided the local community with

The produce market will run
from June through October in 2001.
Persons developing this marketing
outlet have expressed that, in many
cases, the demand was more than
supply for some of the produce
available; therefore, some expansion of available produce could
be an opportunity for the interested produce grower.
All types of fruits and vegeta-

Corn seed should be checked
Jeffery S. Hall, Kentucky I-SA
State Executive Director, announced that USDA recommends
farmers should not plant any corn
unless they are certain that the seed
has been tested and found free of
the protein Cry9C.
According to Hall. farmers
should insist that seed companies
verify that the seed corn has been
tested for the protein Cry9C to en-

ences, a subsidiary of the French
company, Aventis S.A.. and sold
through various U.S. seed compaStarLink is the trade-name for nies.
Recently some seed companies
corn genetically modified to be pest
resistant by producing a protein reported finding isolated occurrences of extremely low levels of
called Cry9C. The protein acts as a
Cry9C
in seed originally intended
the
protect
to
able
is
and
pesticide
for
sale
this year. Based on aggreplant from pests. such as the Eurogate
information
voluntarily propean Corn Borer. The protein was
vided
by
the
American
Seed Trade
SciCrop
developed by Aventis
Association (ASIA). of those companies reporting, it is estimated that
less than I percent of corn seeds for
2001 planting may contain Cry9C
protein.
Companies involved have recovered and taken control of all lots of
hybrid corn seed found to have this
protein. Seed companies routinely
sure that only tested seed is planted
this spring.

test their products for impurities and
many took steps to detect Cry9C
before USDA recommended testing
procedures on Dec. 29, 2000.
Major seed companies have informed USDA of their intent to
continue following recommended
testing procedures designed to detect Cry9C, and USDA will monitor
this activity. In the event Cry9C is
found, these companies will not sell
the corn seed for planting.
USDA continues to work closely
on this issue with the Food and
Drug Administration, the Environmental Protection Agency. Iowa
State University, National Corn
Growers Association. American
Seed Trade Association and Aventis.

bles are welcomed at the market,
as well as other types of plant
growth including vegetable sets
and homemade items like breads,
jams, jellies and the sort.
Planning for some additional
produce plantings takes time. The
planning process for interested produce growers should begin soon.
Also, contacting the market organizers promptly will help in calculating on space and determining
supplies for advertising purposes.
Please contact Laura Miller at

(270) 759-3114 or Robin Tallier
at (270) 759-9747 for more information about the farmers market.
The Murray Main Street organization is trying to make available
another outlet for those produce
growers seeking additional markets for their product.
If you are interested in this
endeavor, please give the previously
mentioned people or me a call.
Good luck in your produce marketing in 2001.

"Murray's ONLY Locally-Owned
and Operated Parts Store"
Since 1941
• Wholesale Auto and Truck
Parts & Supplies
• Machine Shop Service
Jamas Bland
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Don't Miss Our Miss
Spring 2001 appearing in
Tues., March 20th edition.

PETS OF WEEK...Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter,
located on Shelter Lane off East Sycamore Street, features
these Australian cattle dog mixes, eight weeks old, left, and
these Beagle mixes, five weeks old, among the many animals available for adoption. Shelter officials urge persons
to call the shelter if they have lost or found an animal.
Hours of the shelter are 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.. Monday through
Friday, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. Saturday and closed on Sunday.
For information call 759-4141.
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Open at Spin

charbroiled
steaks
prime rib
lobster tail
bistro specials

Wed thru Sun

753-1916
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for our 30111 season
www brasslanternrestaurant com
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